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IN OUR 77th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, January 3, 1956

POLISHING UP FOR CONGRESS

Albert Smith
Dies Monday
At Hospital

ar

None Injured As
Hits Hog
Two 'persons escaped injury last
sight about 705 when the leil
aiser in which they were riding
ruck a large black h u g Just
orth of town, wrecking the car.
Nicholas Galloway
and
Miss
Margie Sutton, both of Henderson.
Were returning home after bringing' some Murray State College
etudents beet to school, when the
$ncidest occurred. The hog was
illed and about .150- damage was
vie to the ear.. No one claimed
the hug.
' The father of Miss Sutton arrived In Murray from Henderson
tabour-Med prii.-117 night to take
per and Galloway back to lienrson.
The Sheriff's office investigated
$te accident

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

I Vol. LXXVII No. 2

Rose Bowl
Holiday Record High, But
Game Causes Some Lives *Ted By Effort
Big Argument

FRANKFORT, Jan: 3 lir -Gov.
A B. Chandler today
fired Rumsey
By UNITED PRESS
"Black. Christmas" tallies 'told the
B. Taylor. Princeton.
from the
Holiday traffic deaths set a rec- story of •,the low New Year's
-state &arc' of Education
--with
ord for a three-day New Year's count. ,California had cut its toll
the explanation that Taylor ,,has
Mr. Albert G. Smith, age 79. died
celebration, but an all-out safety trans 44. Texas from 54. and New
By HAL WOOD
-Performed no helpful service" to
Monday et 1130 aen, at the Murray
campaign saved 70 lives.
United Press Sports Writer
York from 28 In addition, Illinois
General Hospital. His death was
fel the past year.
PASADENA, Cal.(
The United Press count from 6 went from 48 to 15. Michigan
The
Taylor was the first individual
attributed to pneumonia and comRose Bowl game today again was p.m. Friday until midnight Mon- Irani 44 to 16 and Ohio- from 39
to be personally fired by Chandler
plications followings a two weeks
embroiled in an
aftermath of day night showed that 330 persons to 16
since the governor took office
illness. Mr. Smith resided at 403
charges and coulter charges fol- died an traffic accidents. There
Dec. 13,
South 4th Street
Six Deathless States
lowing Michigan State's hard-to- were 63 deaths in fires, 12 in plane
Taylor, prominent lumber manHe is survived by his wife, Mrs.
The six states with deathless
believe 17-14 vetory Monday over crate and 61 miscellaneous acMartha Smith, two sons. Cliford
ufacturer and a lay leader in the
traffic records ( ver New Year's
UCLA scored .in the lee seven sec- cid
eireetieeegrele holiday
Smith .of Graves Countsiaasuct Leon
Baptist
JTl contributed to the -Christchurch,
was campaign
toll of 466.
Smith. .of Atlanta. Georgia. two
4318nager for Eleet-TomBiCiThlinThere is no doubt about who
The traffic death count topped mas toll - Colorado with eight.
brothers, Taylor and Herbert Smith
dler's opponent in the Democratic
Delaware
won the game. That's already en- the record of 320 fatalities set Tennessee with seven
both of Murray Route 5, one
primary last August.
teeed into the official books, with during the three-day, 1953- New with four. Vermont and Maine with
grandson,
.Harry Smith of Murray.
..Chandler fired Taylor after he
two each. and North Dakota with
a sophomore end named Dave Year's holiday.
one granddaughter. Janet Sauer"fused to resign when requested
Kaiser the hero off his.41 -yard
But it wasn't close to the 420 one.
brau and three great-great-grandto do so by Robert R. Martin. the
An average of .4.5 persons died
field goal just before the final gun. predicted by the Naticaael_ safety
children.
new state superintendent of public
But there -were Some differences Council, which would have set an every hour' during' the 78-hour
HOUSE SERGEANT-el-ARMS Zeaes W. Johnson. Jr.. looks on as
He was a member of the First
instruction
of opinion on thee cases:
all-time New Year's record. And holiday. Strangely, the death rate,
Leo Glascoe. House messenger polishes the mace us the Capitol
a y. 'Funeral
Baptist church of Mu'
Martin had asked Taylor and
• 1-Did the official signal an "in- it didn't compare with the 'all-time was slow during the hours, of
preparatory
to opening of Coni teas. The mace, In use since 1841,
services were held
the J. H.
the other six board members to
tentional grounding of a pass" by record of 621 set during "Black greatest danger when motorists
consists of 13 ebony rods bound by silver bands. Ills surmounted
Churchill Funeral Home Chapel
submit their resignations to ChanRonnie Knox of UCLA. and thus Christmas" weekend just one week tried to mix holiday spirits with
by an eagle and solid silver globe.
(JatereettottI Sotindpitoto)
this afternoon at 2:30 conducted
driving. But it jumped in the later
dler, explaining that he was acting
to,
indicate that Michigan State would ago.
by Dr. H C. Chiles Burial was in
in Chandler's behalf.
have received two points, because
The Safety Council estimated hours. the New Concord Cemetery.
A sharp shift to wintry weather
Said Chandler. -Dr Martin atthe penalty would have put- the that the final New Year's death
Active pallbearers were: Truman
tempted to give Taylor a gracefel
ball in the UCLA end zone!
tally would top at about 350. That in the midlands, plus the yam of
and
Oren
and Willie Smith. Eipyce
get, but the erstwhile Combs
2-Was there any reason for the meant a saving of 70 lives which homeward-bound cars, apparently
McCuiston, George Mcieuthcheon
sate campaign . manager would
FRANKFORT.. Jan. 3
. the council had previously Wraten contributed to the upeareng.
- officials ,slapping. a 14-Itird Denali)
and Ivan Rudolph. •
•Utah.--which had weathered most
have none of this I have removed
e 1956 General Assembly formal- on UCLA, with less than a minute off.
By FRANS. =AZ=
. - The J
H. Churchill Funeral
-single
of the helillaY without
him from the post for the good of
convesed at noon here today to go. for "coaching from the aideLife-Saving Factors
United Press Staff Cerrespandinit
Home was in charge of the ar- elth Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield lines" This was the penalty that
the Department of Education.
The council creditcd three factors traffic death. counted two in the
WASHINGTON et -The second
rangements
last hcur and 15 minutes.
'Taylor has performed no helpful
calling the Senate to order and put the Bruins beck on their Own for the saving of lives:
amnion of the Democratic-controlAnd, near :estate. Calif. Monday
service for education or for the
retiring Chief Clerk Ervine Sanders one-yard line, _and _ultimately..
Ass unprecedented national trafled '34th Congress opened today
performing that -office in t he to the Michigan State victory.
Board of Education the last year.
fic crackdown, involving a small night a huge diesel truck ran
in holiday mood but with elector
estilie served in a political capacity
Coaches Back Officials
House
of policemen, National out of control, raced at an
year politics already beginning te.
Murray State Racers, fresh front
hour down
According to the coaches, the ofonly and I am trying to free
The first order of business after
men and even planes. They mated 100 miles an
simmer
their KIT victory in L.UL,villa
and crashed
education of politics.'
the swearing in was the election ficials were right all the ti
orders to enforce all laws a five-mile grade,
°sects calling the lawmakers to
heavy holiday traffic Three
into
a
(4 officers, all of whom were conference rules don't all
Chandler said he would ap- continued their ,coring spres last order were
them
to
the
limit
in order to prevent
banged Promptly at
persons in three cars were killed.
&Int a complete new board com- night by dropping Arizona 9J-73. noon EST. by veteran
chosen by party caucuses 'Monday to criticize an official.
another massacre.
Speaker*
The prediction of coach a e
"We
were
penalized
le
yards
night
for
posed of "distinguished Kentuc2. Wide publicity- given to the
Barr Rayburn in the House and by
•
Alexander that the Racers Sight
kians."
Thomas P Fitspatrick. a Cov- coaching from the sidelines," said "Black Christmas" slaughter by
Vive President Richard M Nixon
lie added., ••I am giving Dr. be flat in last night's gone, was hi 'he Senate.
LANC.kSTER. Pa.. Jan. 3 gle - ington Democrat was elected Coach Red Sanders of UCLA. 1 press, radio and television.
Chaplains
prayed.
The quadruplet 110,13 of a $115-a- speaker of the House. and James understand that it was one of our
Martin a free hand as well as true in sections of the game, bow- the roll, were called. and
3. A refreshing demonstration of
Congress
Week drug store clerk and his wife C. Ctibbage. Pleasureville, was assistant coaches who kept yelling safe and sane driving by holiday
the necessary money with which ever in the last of the first halt again was ready for bu.siness.
and
first
part
of
the
last
at
Knox
to
Founpea.
were
,
I
believe
"doing
the offi- motorists.
fine" today but their ejected chief clerk
to Implement the Minimum
Nothing much besides routine
By United Drees
surprised hither still was a little
dation Program so that Kentucky's the Thorobreds lived up te their Was on the opening day
Richmond, Owensboro, cials were right."
E. W
•Ned H. Dearborn, council presiagenda.
Thick fog over the,Midwest was
name
and
played
good
bel:
• This was
shaky
also
a
On
Democrat.
schools may be vastly improved"
was
chosep
intentional
presuse
grounding
of
dent,
was
said
"discouraging"
it
just
as
well, .ence memCrittenden a n d IC.S134r rad
Norman C iiohenwarter said he ident pro-tent of the Senate. and • pass. ther;eftill rages a dispute. that the nation had set two traffic blamed toeay for the deaths a six
The six board members who
bers milled in the aides, shaking
persons in private plane crashes.
-*would -welcome" additional work Charles C. Waggoner. Mayfield, If the penalty had been called, as
week at Martins the Bred attack with 24 Iodate hands and exchanging
resigned last
death records in as many weeks.
greetings,
were
Elsewhere. temperatures
and 18 points respectively.
Ma
support
suddenly
enhell
ese
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to
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oeficial
hief
then
clerk_
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California
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larged
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Itietesburg Charles J
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,State
eteuld_Jaeue
been,Erie+ want...suLa-ALAgieleirtioy Teeig
As the half Lane neared, Mur- I of business
ewe9lb°14
MeyzeekSpringfield; Dr A
The good feeling, as always at fact that.his "four twins," although included: William L Sullivan. Hen- ed the two points arid there would with 23 and New York .state shivered in a 6-ber wesero icebox.
ray led 29-24. In ceece osotteesien
born
prematurely,
too
came
late
been
derson.
have
no
need
for
Louisv(11S. Dr. Charles B. Stacy. eiritez tut three goals
majority floor leader. Dr
Kaiser's with 21.
the start of a 'elision. Was bipartifog tragedies
WeWous
the
of
worst
The
to qualify hen for additional de- B G
Pineville: Mrs. Myrtle Johnson. added four more po.nts,
elds. Shelbyville, caucus heroic stunt
But a comparison
with tOe is
Kinder -ar. The exeamations of pleasure
near Bleomington.
ductions
Fort
on
Moore.
his
1965
income
tax.
Louis
In any event. some of the most
chairmi
Ashland and
and W
A
Wiehliffe,
hit for one and then two free and well-wishing were in apparent
Monday when a plane crash wiped
"No, no one's offered any better learrodsburg, caucus secretary
exciting football ever seen in a
Thomas
throws to put Murray safely a- disregard of party lines.
out
a family of four.
job
or
any
kind
of financial help."
Democratic Wirers in the House post season game was crowded into
This seemed unlikely to last The
head The half time :core was
The Paul E Ward faintly. of
political charge, a in d vaunter the 26-year-old father said before included. Fred ej.ehiorgan. Padusati. the lout few minutes of the nerve46-36as laver of Murray
Ibrisehrir, Ht, was returning from
going to work - sie elnier- today "I majority floore4ni,
der. Addison L shatterer.
As the second half evened up charges of a presidential and cona holiday trip to St Louis when
haven't even
stopped to
think
Brains
Tie
Count
Everett,
caucus
Mayfield.
gressinnal
president:
election
Murray quickly rolled up a lead
year already
the ,r small Cessna plane came aut
about what we are going to do and Carl D Melton. Henderson,
Michigan State was leading 14-7
of 74-56 Coach Rex Iklexander were beginning to .,ound. and were
of a thick fog and nosed into a
_
when
my
wife
and
the
babies
midway
get
in
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last
-quarter
and
secretary.
Mere
to get steadily louder
caucus
put in his substitutes,th the final
plowed field
hrimp
Illideray Motors Waii entered last ten minutes
Wendell Van House. Tutor Key , appeared to have the game salted
-- of the guile with the
It burst into flames, killing the
"The one thing I'd like now is Republican. was named
Friday night. according to Sheriff exception
away
Then
Knox
came
into
the
Senate
of Crittenrnin who eon•1
parents and their two daughters.
get additional work to take Republican, was named Senate battle and promptly tossed a 47Brigham Futrell and about $1000 tinuect to pelt
the market
aged 14 and 9.
ire of this big family."
or $1200 taken
minority leader. and Charles W yard pass to end Jim Decker (in
Crittenden broke . the soaring
Near Buffalo, Minn.. a skiequipHohenwarter felt t;iie
tzetoeciital
h
Entrance was gained by break- record
Spartan
the
seven
The Bruins
Buchanan. Barbourville, was choof Alex G eta, Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Jets 3 eft --A ped plane developed engine trouwasn't
really
ready
f
e
'scored
quads.
from
window
there and knotted the
and lifting the latch great, when
ing a
sen
minority eiesider
reorganization of tn-P-StIrte De- ble and cra-hed in the flag. killing •
he hilt %he 1.7449 mark
"We were expectieg twins so it
count at 14-14
Apparently the cash loss was the
Murray hit on el of 17 field
partment of Education has resulted two men Officials said the pilot
really
carne as a Oth-prise to everyBut all that did was set the
only loos suffered by the firm
shats while Ariaoss hit 211 of 35
LONDON, Jan_ 3
in a major split between the present had taxied his plane for 45 ntist--Tlerf-Teellbody.' he sal
The Sheriff's office. and State
FIVE DAY FORECAST
stage for the fireworks
UCLA and former superintendents
attempts
munist Daily Worker reported' toid pub- utes, waiting for a breiek in the ho
The
baptized
had to kick off and the Spartans
Pollee detective O'Grady are work Norman
day from Moscow that Rusea may
lic instruction
fog before taking off, and this may
Murray
e1131
Charles
art Conrad, Phillip John'
immediately started a drive toward
By
UNITED
e on the case
ragas
be ready to launch a space satelFotrner. Superintendent Wendell have overheated his engine.
Forwards Mikes 12 Pow leas 14.
and
ark Anthony at the hospital
Bnun goal It was halted on
Kentucky
the
Temperatures
for
lite this year-aortae six months
P. Butler. said Monday his sucAribther weather - caused phine
Darnell 2 Talbott, Frwin 2 -priests from St Joseph's Ro- the flve-day period. Wednesday the 20 and UCLA took over But
ahead 'of the Ameri.an schedule
cessor. Robert R
Martin. had crash had a happier ending in
TO OPEN TOMB
Centers Sullins 7, Wahhus 10.
man Catholic Church here, were through Sunday, will average near the penalty came and set the club
The Daily Worker's Moscow
violated an agreement to keep Wyoming when two airmen walk---Guards Kinder 18 Critter den
born Monday morning.
the- normal of
degrees Colder back on the one From there Knox
re- pondent said Soviet act tists
him in the department.
ed out of the snowbound wilderCHIBLEHURST. England IP -- 24. Margtnet 4. Carter
Hospital authorities said the in- Wednesday, and over the eastern finally had to get off a kick out
already have launched a number
Butler warned school superin- ness where thew craft had gone
A arty of literary sleuths will open
fants were "doing fine- and had section Thursday, becoming mild- to the 40
Area OP
of
rockets
containinee
across
tendents
the
state
by
letter down.
animals a good chance to , survive.
a 800-year old f
tem
Forwards Nymeyer 9. Ingle 12.
,tomb
here next
Michigan State then started a
They er by Thurschie night
Colder
which "penetrated sore" hundreds
Minimlm Foundation ProThe airmen. Kenneth Kiefer. It
week in search
eaapere proving Geer 2, GDonald 6
were not weighed imtnediately but again Friday. Liget precineation. drive which got down to the 19 that the
of miles into interplanesfary space.'
gram was in danger Under the of Fort Collins, to/9. and Delbert
the works of Wil
Centers: Reever 43, Mueller 5
Shakespeare
nurses estimated they
with seven k econds remeining The
weighed
The correspondent, Sam Russell,
new department setun.
Flauty, Evansville. Ind . crashed
actually evert written by ChristopGuards. Wagner 4. Ridge, Coyle
from three to four pounds each.
Spartans were penalized back to
said he interviewed a Profee•or
Butler was to remain in the their plane into a snowpank dur14. Oosterveen 4
They were pieced in an incubator
her Marlowe
the 24 for taking time out.-when
Pokrovsky whom he described as
the Stage was set for Keiser. He department to help administer the ing a blinding snow storm Satur,Calvin Hoffman. American author
-- •
soon after their birth
a "leading member of the Soviet
Foundation
Program, day. A two-day, three-sfate swarth
Te a book espousing the 'Marlowe
booted the ball from the 31 Minimum
Attendants at Lancaster General
cementation on interplanetary trayfor, them ended when they walked
wrote Shakespeare" theory, is exthe uprhieez,r 10-yards which he helped originate.
through
Hospital also reported their mothback of the playing fle de-e 41- , Martin declined comment except into a Kemmerer. Wyo., ranger
perted to fly here for the openinf
er. 26-year-old Regina Hoherreer'
The United States last summer
yard kick that will go elowr/- in to say that Butler's terns as station Monday.
of the tomb of Sir Thome, WalCr was "doing nicely Mrs. Holier
announced plans to launch space
..4 waperiettendent had expired and
football history.
warter is one of seven children of
sinvharn IV. a one-time matron of
California. which had been rat4
.satellites but said it would be done
that be was no longer employed
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Hohenwarttruck -trailer 'its
-caked out meant "another two or three
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100 mile an hour years'
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ment of Education.
hum the twins he and his wife
Ilhe Walsingham family.
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Christmas
tcientific instruments aboard
floods
week
The
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were expecting had doubled mitt
Drive-r.e-i
Nettie, 27, of
"The animals returned to earth
- killed 82 persons in Oregon and
deny reports teat Hodgkin will be
Rotuma/neer. who works as a
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a
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non!),
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cab - Was eine away and rolled
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THE LEDGER lt TIMM — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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I Lazgata in Murray, pes weea 15c, par au their 7-0 losing
reuse brougiii.
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Tech fan.
Twice, pin sore down eleterc
TUESDAY, JANUARY 3. 1956
Tort goal line wen reledliese
ferocity, only to be Ku.strated by
BETTER UNDERSTANDING
a combination st. the clues. aeu
the linginseik thrutUenoia on
s'
tact
vital yardage.
the year. we hear quite a bit about stook- Lew
"We are proud arie happy to
talting. Also We read reviews oi the past year's nap- nave eon,- same Leocui wneee team
spellings. Ln a iew bays we will ail be iamidar with tne pounced on a pais unerterense
si
eilinig to score the lone usucauown
ten titingeAL news events of tne year 19ao.
nuoway in the first period and
in Inc neld ot toreign aitairs we believe 1955 brought
then grimly witnstoed the pia
hthe greatest degree el understanduig between the zest ultensiVe arsenal.

• At 414 tame at

b inn

est since World N‘ ar Iwo enueci.
Praises Pitt Defense
We were at liiiirlast snocseci into the realization
CI g
'Defensively. Pitt's end and linebe Othat were will De no compromise oh the part of inter:Dee backer play was the best we faced
nis/11We Liammuniam whicn us u4dicated to world revolu- all year,- said Dodd. "We thought
before the game that Pittsburgh
ne fi tion. Anu the soviet
Ltuon 900.
4 tnorougnly unuerstanas would' dominate the ground and
S
" nuewill never compromise our _prinetptes oz Democracy, control the ball much of the time.
Pittsburgh was a fele ball club
74
E aor Wm we e‘er lend an ear to the nanti-Iull of "bleedout Ariere
illg hearts in Una coutry who still regard Communism
The _pass intereference ruling
mt ba-s a .ponucal movement.
created e minor rhubarb
de •
The .interference was called on
fl e %%Ian tor better relations, and surely there is a
•
MUcn better chance to tla% e them wan tne sort ox under- Pitt fullback Bobby Grier, the first
WI
Negro ever to play in a Sugar
ar standing Ulla 101e0Wed ine ueueva "summit conterence", Bowl football game Tech quepere
rroni now on we Oette%e a witi ne.11UpOS.SIUIe IOr
ck Wade Mitchell tossed a pass
th RUSsleill5 to pun the vsnoi over our eyes as tney have done to end Don Ellis from the 33 where
t
Pitt had fumbled. Ellis. on the goal
bc ,constanuy since wa -feiiewilik
diplomatic relations with line, 'dropped the ball when he and
fp them 111 1915.
Grier came into contact_ The officials gave Tech the bee on-̀ -the
ihey now know the difference, between
fir
one-yard line and .Mitchell Reneet
and ':acquresence
anti since Uley can distinguish the
two pleee deter., adding Inc condinerence we now nave hope that- our relations will im- version.
Grier, claimed after the game
pro‘e, and that pereastal trade will prove benencial
to
lbutti 13.ast arna•

"recognition'.

'

hoodroW 11114,0:-csoce said: "I would rather fail
,cause I know some cliOf will triumph, than to win a

in a
cause

I. allow- same- Otir- 1,41.461C •
At the tune the late president said that we thought
the las work ox one of our greatest Amen-

it typined

-.a

cans, Lorded hull, Who beneved the way to peace is
through intern/4.141ml "free" trade.
klus.sian ratVOltitot. of 1918, which brought Alb-0a
the iron Curtain, seemed to have eclipsed the Cordell
Hull political and trade theories.
Maybe his principles are the ones that will

some day
triunipn, alter au. International Communism may heae
run its ourse At least It IS beginning to appear that at
has. tint whether it has, or not, we understand each
other.

that el was -In front of him and
couldn't have pushed hen, but jle'
shoved ine a little and it caused
me to fall down

Kinneked Off Balaaek_
Ellis, however, claimed that Grier
"definitely shoved
me and it

Rebels Win
Otto Graham
14-13 Over
Retires From
TCU In Cotton The Gridiron

knocked me off balance and prevented me from catching t It e
pass::
Neith4 Pitt Coact% Jilihnny Mier
By ED FrfE
n nor Pee- Athletic Diresesse
United Preis Sparta Writer.
Tom Hamilton seemed inclined to
DALLAS. Tex -WI -A quarterpursue the argument. Both toek the
attitude that the -game is . over” back a ho was there and ohe who
and Grier himself added that the wasn't were the key figures in
Tech players "are all fine sports- Mississippi's 14-13 upset Cotton
Bowl victqge over Texas Christian.
The man -who was there was Ole
A crowd of 80,175 packed the
Sugar Bowl Stadium to watch the Mess' part CherokeeIndian signal
Sidney iEaglet
battle that had' been touted as caller. Herman
Tech speed versus ,.Pitt power Day, whose fourth-down gamble
As it turned out, the Pitt line, near mid-field and'Clutch renning
paved the way for the victory and
led by bruising ends Joe Walton
and John Paluck, froze Tech's earned hen the -Most Valuable
flashy speedsters. George Vuiltert. &wit- award.
The man who wasn't there was
Paul Rotenberry and Dickie Mat
eson, before they could get under- Charles "Chuck" Curtis, who bad
guided TCU to & 9-1 season while
way.
After th‘ lone score, the game favoring a year-old knee injury
bett.ed into a display of defensive only to go crashing out ut the bowl
game- on the opening leickolf with
might. Tech marcned to the Pitt
te fractured ribs.
seven-yard line in the fourth
No one will ever know whether
period, but -the Pauelears.- -bra
against the goal line, held until Curtis could have been any mare
a fourth down pass by Volkert successful than his emergency tillintercepted by Hay DiPas- in. Richard Finney. at snapping a
was
bowl-game losing streak for TCU
quale
that has now grown to five
straight.

Coach Missed Curtis

pou

College Football
Bowl Results
By United Prem
Michigan St 17 UCLA 14
lacee
Oklahoma 20 Maryland 6 Orange
Ga, Tech 7 Preetsurgh-0- Sugai
lblusasippi 14 TCU 13
Cotton
Wyoming 21 Texas Tech 14 Sun
Prairie View 59 Fisk 7
Prairie
View
Juniata, Pa 6 Mc, Valley, Mo, 13

Tangerine. night
Saturdays Results

But,
Coach Abe Martin described Curtis' loss as eke -losing
your right arm- or eke "ewes
a good agate in g marble game.'
There was no que-tion that Curtis' exit gave
Mississippi
the
chance to loaq its defensive line
Without too much risk of muterstaring its pees defenses Because
Ole Miss knew as - well as TM
that Finney, who hadn't wierked
single play with the first team all
season, wasn't apt to hurt anyone
with te.s passes .
He thrriv eerely three and had
two of them intercepted-one that
killed the already dwindling hopes
of a 1C15 comeback In the waning

East 29 Wee 6 Shrine
All-Star
Vieridestiselt-26 Auburn 13
-Motor
South 20 North 19
mosnonts-kallowtig.-Dayes
Border All-Sters 13 Skyline AS. c3up that turned defeat into vic10
Steied
tory.

Oklahoma
Wins Over
Maryland

TUESDAY, JANUARY 3, 1956
he-ling 50 yards to Dante Litwin when Graham lobbed 35-yards to
al d 96 to Ray Renfro. ,
The &owns based their 'victory
The Rains got their se-end and
or-a defense that pizked off seven lest sccire late in the fourth with
oppnetion parses - one short of halac4c Run Waller taking it four
tin l6-year'-314 record for inter- yards off tickle. iollewing Er 57eel.tions in a chanelifonehip genie. yard March.
I•
Three of

the interceptions

prr

dwad touchdowns.

Lee Greze's 28-yierd field gaol
: HOT TIME staeed the *coring parade helloesLOG 'ANGELES Oh - Otto Gra- ing a drive from the Browns' 24
l
-- William
NEW YORK
ham returned to petiromeut today that featured a 32-yard pass from
Pasha:es. 29. a building superinatter a valedictory appearance in Griceun to Lavelli.
tendent.' came home from- a New
which he ran and passed t
e
11 -o inteeceptaorie ,both off Norm
Nilork celebeatiOn and put his
Cleveland Browns to a 38-14 rt
Van Brecklin, added two
uchtrousers in en oven instead of a
over the Lot Angeles Hems
dow is in the second period.
their third National Football Lee 'back Don Paul ran 65 yards tot
they were
gue championship.
the tirst one and Levellie following Fileete said today,
It was a fitting climax to a fabu- halfback Turn James' inter-eption, called a-short time later. Pastures'
lous career
Graham elided
If took a Graham pass to payciset in trousers were on fire.
years of service with the Biowro pew that covered 50 yards.
-the town which recorded the
Score In Second
most successful decade in pro foot- —
Liio Angeles wored in the second
ball hi-tory with 10 straight &vision pennants. Cleveland also has on a Van J3rooklin past, to Volney
won seven league titles le two cif- "Skeat" Quinlan. good fore67 yards.
Graham scored twice in t h e
cults since Coach Paul Brown took
laird period. The first qne was
over 10 years ago
Etrown termed
Graham -the n a 15-yard rollout following a
greatest quarterback ever to play *6-yard drive highlighted *by subel the spot" following M.oiidaYs tetute fullback Maurice Bassett's
b.-ist through center for 27 yarcie.
fnetory.
Cato punched veer from the one
Gratiam Scared Twice
the
second eight plays att.
Graham scored two touchduwns'
L tIWfRS "
and passed to two touchdowns- certer Sam Palumbo picked oft
•
another Van Brocklin. pass.
that Poplar — Cull 471
Clovelaind tacked on the final
Ole Mr's was trailing 13,7 when one in the middle of the bunt
Day took his succe.-sful long shot
gamble with a fourth-down pass on
the Tell 45. It clicked for 14 yards
to fullback Paige Cothren and set
Use stage for Day to dart 25 inure
big yards to the five after apparently -being trapped trying to pass.
From thee polite suiattatute hall.
back Ralph Lott skirted end for
the tying points and Pothren col,
1e7.1ecr -his eighth point of the day
- the winning conversion. He
fc'a
had plunged three 'yacds for Ole
Mete first _scum and -converted in
the second quarter
.1.11- America Jimmy S
TUT lived up to hi, re6tatcon
wi.h touchdowns from three and
39 yetis out in the first two periods and a 42-yard punt re-turn
OperatOca_.-o—
feet Went for nauht when the
ALFRED TAYLOR
HUBERTCOTHRA
N
Ared-Oli *ms -tele stifled -- the
TCJ running game. He picked im
INTI' and DELIVERY
PRUNE 9118
1117 yards rushing.
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Another Ashland Station
TO SERVE YOU

THE NEW ASHLAND STATION at
FIVE POINTS
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By FRANK EIDGE JR

'll.'atted Press Sports Writer
MIAMI Jan 3 1? -- Coach Jun
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Tatum sadly admitted today tus
battered Marylanders just couldn't
find enough breathing space, -even
with 'an oxygen tank on the
edelines," to thwart the crackling
second half .offensive that gave
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Oklahoma _a 204 Orange Bowl
victory.

Five Years Ago T
i.ssagar amid aim,.

and I
Li e'to
a tnt

eThe convincing victory firmly
established 'Oklahoma as the undisputed national football champion.
Pile
foe diet 'game aidiatial -lobo asake
Jamosary 5, LI1
two perfect,record major - college
James Parker, of Paraer situtors, was one of the win- learns in the cotintry Oklahoma
ners,,in toe f•atan contest conducted during 1930. The had been ranked No / natienally
Nat* t orporation presents a gold lapel pin Co eaell Nasn at Use end of the regular season
gaftsman who sell 100 cars 01 the same model. James Tatum often called the nation's
top defensive genius, conceded he'd
qualified for the pin, set with a diamond.
bath soundly trounced at his own
Mr. and Mrs. dam. Jenkins attended the Kentucky- gairrie by wily Bud Wilkinson of

Oklahoma loot-bail gorne at the Sugar Bowl in New Orleans. La., New leers Day.
Mr. anti krMr,.W
W. H. Solomon- and children. Nannette
and Rill, of Murray, and Mrs. Solomon's mother. Mrs.
W. A. Ashbrook ot LaCenter, have retell-ned from a western motor trop to Teiuts and Old Mexico. The group
visited Mr. Solomon's pareitts, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Solomon, Sr. in Taylor. Texas. and Mrs. Ashbrook's brother,
Col. H. R. Melton of San Antonia. Texas.
, RAW) Virgil Horton, age IP. has volunteered for the
U.S. Navy, according to his father, Mr. Virgil Horton
of Murray Route Two.
yourig Horton attkndeci Murray Training School. His
. enlistment is for four years and was gent to San Diego,

Calif.. for training.
William Foy. student at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington, has been the guest of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs: S.:V. Foy.

Manilla()
Is Fighter
Of The Year

Mass.. was selected as -Fighter of

the Year" over five others who
were rated below •him by the Ring
magazine's staff in the followieg
order: 2 - middleweight champion
Moore. 5 - top ight heavy contender ricid Paterson. S - lightweight
champion Wallace 'Buffo Smith.
Editor Nal Fliewher stressed
that Marriano's two defenses of the
heavy crown had more world-wide
:
ts
N ger YORK ile -- Heavyweight significance than any achievements
Rocky Marciano was of his five rivals
.ansion
Rocky's ninth-y.3'0ml kayo victim
• es "Fighter of the Year" for
' tie thud time in four years today at San Francisco on May 16 was
. be Rate magazine because of his Doh °sicken of England champion
eistoolderei defenses against Dun 'if Europe and the British Empire.
Cockell aed Archie Moore
Fleur-her emphasized that the San
The aggited welte-v.eight tit le Francisc,, kneekout disposed of any
boatswain ebassainn Gamin foreign threat to .the title
The magazine's Fighter of the
&mho mid ex-chassip Tony Cose
• Marco. oUPiot BS was tabbed -the Year selection disagreed with that
Five of the Year." by the map. ut the Boeing Writers' Asseciattm
which had voted the annual EdLne
T.,,• third ressed of Hi. Acted ward I Neil award to welter
o Ohio light heavy- champ Basilic- on Dec 14 for his
Moore etight tale fight. Jure 22, was outstanding contributions to the
the Illosed of the spurt in 1912. The writeri have
dek,
-S session LSO come to regard their,i nfra plaque
Year."
',Hsieh Voir, kept Ms 175 pound as the "Fighter- • of the YearOsnn
reward. Iromeally, Editor Fleischer
crown by Illeorldng
somebact is president of the BrAing Writers'
Sugar Mitt Rohm.eight title Amoc1 at cm
iptere of the .eidri
mid-c' und
lens, Olter n oil •
ned -The
The ' great fire of London- ele•
Inca hoot. Der. I. was
stroyed 13200 house* on Sept. 2
Upset of the Year"

Lot

1,1flbeliten Merriam) of Brockton WO.
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Sooners "Theme Teamr:
"I want .to say thole In all my
20 years of coaching and five,years
it Playing. Oldapoma was the
finest fc,olballe team
evls seen
on a football field," 'Tatum told
players _and coaches from both
teams at a dinner Monday night
following the Mg game which drew
a record 76.361 fans
"The great delusion before this
game was that Oklahoma hod only
an offensive and we had a defensive team Oklahoma has a fine
and dece tersely, foetball team
fense is the payoff in football.
"fa the first ' half we got the
feeling that we might win. But at
halftime I said to my players that
Coach Wilkinson was telling his
boys, 'you haven't lee them _have
it Treetteetavi. to go out there and
play to win'
-They came back and called the
piays se fast our boys didn't's-get
breathing space. even with an
oxygen tank on the sidelines,"
Tatum said
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Once again, Olds sets
the trend for tomorrow
with a brand-new, double-duty
"Intagrille Bumper" design!

,„

you
ahead in
curry viler! Stunning Starfirc styling with the functional
beauty of the new "Intarrillc Ituniper“! It's both a
glamorous, modern grille and faelepth,&aside-protection
bumper. And you'll diem% er the blartne action of the new
Engine for paei- awning peeere
Florket
demand in your mess oar.

T.35o

TO' VAL-U/3 ToDoUMW
4=3

biggest and hest surprise of all' Get our price! See us today
imike this yonr.year to rocket away with Oldemnbile!
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VISIT THE "ROCKET ROOM". . . AT YOUR OLDSMOBILE DEALER'S!

J. TAIALE MOTOR SALES
Broadway

Seventh and Main
oBiLE
Telephone 833, Murray
Telephone 96, Mayfield
DAN DAILEY STARS IN A GAY NEW 90 MINUTE MUSICAL COMEDY FOR0L
320 W
DS
.
SATURDAil, JAN. 21 - NBC
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find Olds 'rut

ou'll discover new imoothreee too, in the seliteierond
respeinee of Jetaway Hydra-Nbetiics. Then, get art for the
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You're invited to our showroom right no,,1 Givs
Oldsmobile a thorough going-over for every detail
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.7.4.1•61.
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Modest Bit Moved
WIlkinsca, modert as ever but
obviously moved deeply by his
team's great sectery. thanked his
players for -tile greatan heart.
the greatest spirit and the goastest
second half I've ever seen."
-The second half is the best
we've played this season. . All we
Igead
had to do, with Marylerid,
was suet 'a couple of Linen and
that ws aid have been Maryland s
ball game." said Willensori.
It vies halfback Tommy Men"44ald -sod No 2 quarterback • Jay
O'Neal who sparked .the sizzling
second- hale- etieneback for the Sooners and gave let artiepal chainpiens tneir .50th 'Consecutive Win
itt
the fifth bowl game under
Wilkinsen.
Maryland's lithe Ed Vereb, playing with a -hervoile and empty
stomach- that kept him up much
Of the night before. and Maryland's.
rugged defenders headed by Al/America
center
Bub Pellegrini
dominated the fuee two quarters.
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WANT

NIFOR RENT

NOTICA

FOR

am

i

KENT 2 unfurnished apart- SPINET PIANO BARGAIN! WE
ments at 306 N. 5th St See or call have a lovely Spinet Piano that
Dr. Hugh W. Mcgrarath, phone we will brander to reliable Wel
484
\
14P party who will take up monthly
installments. Write before we send
FOR REN'TT-THREE-ROOM
truck. Credit
Manager, Joplin
UNfurrushen apartment. 601 Poplar. Piano Co., P. 0. Wm 784, Packinah,
Phone 620 or 780.
J7P Kentucky
J7C

Ca
his
ii

ere
res,

RENT: THREE-ROOM FtfRIred apartssent on Let floor, 1603 WANTED TO RENT
West Mall) Phone 1357-W after 5 house. Phone 1321-J
m.
•J4C
FOR RENT. A small furnished
apartment Suitable for a couple.,
Second floor. Furnace heat. 506
Poplar

sci

Alin YOU INTERESTS:Ss Us ilnconnhg a licensed beauty opunator?
Will train and place you in good
paying job out of Aar
, ray All
books Iodinated by
tools and
wheel. Write or come in and see
By STEVE SNIDLit
in operation. Ezell
the school
United Press Sports Writer
Beauty School. 206 South Meat
NEW YORK, Jan. 2 eh -Now
J9C that the sports champions of
St. Murray. Ky.
1965
have been saluted properly, how
GREENFIELD FABRICS 3 ms E. about a New Year's wish for some
guys who really need it?
Cediz hwy. 94. Clearance Sale.
There are more losers than winFirst quality woolens and wool ners in sports and here are
a few
jersey $149 yd gingham' te price. that can use a
break in 1956.
J5P
Steve Sebo, Pennsylvania football coach, • normally cheereul
character
whose teams haven't
wop a single game in has two year
coaching tenure.
Bobo Olson, who was counted
out .the last ,two tames he Sought
Phil Rizzuto of the Yankees, a
great little shortstop who'll have
to battle a half-dozen rival.s for a
job in the twilrght of his career.
The miihri George Batas picks as
his successor at the coaching bairn
of the Chicago Bears, for George
is leaving a team that should win
in '56.

Sports Patrol

TOURING AMERICAS IN A 1928

FOR RENT 5 ROOM FURNISHsin house in Kirksey or will sell.
e‘t1 441.
JeC

70

2 bedroom
J9C

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 1960 Nash Ambassador 4-door sedan. 'Good shape and
clean. See 0 B. Boone.
J3C
,FOR SAI.E. EXTRA GOOD work
nease and one-horse wagon and
flyless. W
phone
E. Johnson,
laginJ
J4P

•

WANTED
4,01ENTED
RIDERS TO DetroitLeaseng early 'Wednesday. Jan. 4.
Call 8$7.W-3.
1TP

ALDO AMR all Muntevicleo, Uruguay, waves titan) tas
clattering,
almost brakelesa 1923 auto on arrival in Les Angeles
after 22.000
miles of argeatina, Brazil, Chlls, Pere, Ecuador,
Colombia, Central America and knotted. Sellet &bin 24. plans to
motor through
the U. S. come spring.
(International aostridatioto)

Qoptpr
./ in the wilily

MM.

KU/chi/SI SEIFERT

News1W4kers

LAZY EAGLE
NEW YORK aft - A group of
bird watchers Tuesday chalked up
a rarity (On these parts - a bald
eagle, and a lazy one at that.
The bird watchers saw the eagle
metals on an Ice floe in the Hudson
River
JEST A DuM.MY

THI 00P will Jose the 1958
GARMISCH, Germany 1121 -Loci& president-tat
election if Presipolice rushed to the railway station
dent Eisenhower Is not a canwhen a locomotive engineer redidate, predicts Rep. A. L. Wpartedi the nude body of a woman
ier, veteran Republican ConHates To Lose
lying near the tracks.
gressman from Nebraska. The
Bobby Etragan of the Pirates, a
The body turned out to be a
statement was part of Miller's
man -who hates to log, but who
lifesized store
annual predictions of thins to
window
dummy
now is the new manager of a team
(hsterviattbaal)
minus head arid arms.
come.
that makes a habit af losing.
Miler Wes Santee, whose exy'a Paaall•
pense account troubles apparently
aren't all cleared up yet.
ACROSS
13- Prot ective
Football Coach Ara Parseghian,
ditch
. 1-Baekbon•
34-11) robot for
who made such an
impression
6-Eaploslon
sodium
when his Miami, Ohio, team lick11-elISUsicsi
IL-Ro(5an bronze
Instrument
17-Sliding bolt
ed Northwestern that Northwests apt)
38-A state (shim)
11--waeseass__
ern hired him for 1956. He'll non
walk
14-Danish
pompously
things rough in his new jo67-territorial
--11-Nspoaltion
division
Jackie Robinson of the Dodgers,
42-Notched on
15-Join
the eds•
who had the worst season of his
17-Still
45-Roman gods
II-Spanish for
ti-Unit
entire career last year and wants
elle-One receiving
to have a big one before he calls
111-Windflower
nwielre
II-Proomns
0-Fruit drink
it quits.
22-Strike.
5*- Host
Charlie Grimm of Use Braves,
24-lisd.Coiit.
62--Checked
I-Nisn'e
article
64- Perch
the major league manager on the
meltri-irn•
25-Eneennter
66-Ester of olelo
11-PrepnsitIon
hottest seat for 1966.
27-11ershall Plan
acid
4-Fart of speech
Initials
America's CrOSS - country skiers
int)
DOWN
111-King of Bastian
S-tile
in the upcomin winter Olympics,
2S-D•clared
1-Flgur• of
11--4:onduc,torte
30
-Reprove
speech
who give it a game try each time
stick
7-Hold on
but wind up the gruelling grind
property
1
.
5
6
7
almost lort among the sate
8-Conjunction
In-Crafty
finis/Ors.
neefrecenerees- -it-Pre* ticket
IL-1.ot It stand
All By Himself
ti-Paneled
Sam Jones of the Cube, the only
IS-Begs
ii
pitcher in the majors who lost
26-Ilieue forth
71-flort
20 games last season.
23
Ss/25
If.- Downy
St. Louis Cardinal pitchers, who
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olis was 1i,s,4
al- been thug eame doctor - thirty
ways liked him, arid she wished years younger, of course-who hen
se could. have pleased him WW1 first arcemen Alan's interest In
his "raft" of red-headed chi
.
17.e. „! S.S. the boy drive
It would have been a way to pity him on his rounds, Into the hills,
him for all be had done. It
*ad help him, first In pin emerbe who had given Alan his *
s gency. later With the idea of tealsdesire permdeed hls son to Nicol* Mg his hand and tee. He tet alan
• doetoe. Alan had told Lions. Of read hia b05$41. am' explained the
the sacrifice this bad meigt to more abate*, metiers. In his
Jasper.
Owe oe Ised
Sood itah ter
Linda herself rantenshered haw the lull peopte, hot nqw, of course•
elesclitions
were
&tinged. Decid- 4rottn4ing''Mtn 25 double plays
the old man had come into the li'• brother. old Uncle Arthur MetThe Boston Bruins, now dead
nit, and hls slily site, Aunt nom brary when she was brand-new at ing to seat this doctor between
Salo live at the Then-Mon tarrn-ren her yob behind its desk, and ead Kargeret and Alan, Linda seined last .n lbe National Ho cny
Green
- livers
Alan phones Linda from the homily bragged to her about the fine IA- he Wok how patieet Alen mess. be League
sad tells her that Was Little Kee. ternship which his son had just got With the old duffer. Mee a good
Chuck Dreamers of the Washing55
barge An ur's flirtation Is there with
Workman but stubbornly unwilling ton Senators, who celebrated his
• frailiiired hip. Sad a 75-rntle trip to for himself. He'd been so proud
doctor-sea, and had to subscribe to modern tectiniqtete return to the majors last season
ams rows ore.•••••••••
as emergency operation will delay his to have
y talked to her so proudly of the and practices.
...•nding the anniversary dinner
b....ethe has instirsted Linda and saw go In gene in prise edit et' tte good winch a good doctor could do- - Bee nest Bard waa that of RusNANCY
et•blea, whore he admits MS regret Thut
or course Seretha mad been sell Bowman, the young notate doe,
she and osan here no children to carry
proud, too, but, het pride was in tor at the nostiltal, who was leav.
on the faMilly name
the prestige attached to the Pro- ing this next week for Artny eeryCHAPTER FOUR
(Maio& 'Pie first ting Alan had lee That was another rellabe why'
took her gloves out Of taken Uncle to mete his family, it was Important for Dr. L'rnat
the basket and put them on, her *maths had told ber, "My Rennie be satisfactory.
Linda Rad barely met the nevi
face downbent, hoping to tonceaJ have always leaned toward the prothat she was shocked cold to be fessions-lawyers, Jurists and phy- man. he was exceedingly hand.
told by Jasper. in so many words, ainana." She was ungsvare of, or some In a smooth and glossy way
that her importance to the family, unintereateo in, the service which Not Aran a way of rugned, derk
geed loots. L)r. Ernst was a amenher significance to the patriarch, • doctor gives to his foam* man.
erunius. His black bier lay smoothlay-had lain for ten years-In the
Lissa& supposed that one's way
possibility that she would continue of being plaid Was allied to the ly upon Ms bead. lila skin had a
gleam as ot polished wood, and his
the family strata And name.
differences between Wood and
She wanted' children. She had Strain about which Jasper had dark eyes were somnolent, his
manner gravely courteous.
grieved terribly at Rot having talked.
Tlite town was already a-twitter
loom. But the family, it seemed,
drop of roan upon her cheek about him. These hill people coodd
had felt even more strongly about
startled her, and she turned to 1001t askance at foreigners, and Use
her failure. To them it was dishurry up to the house--she had so Man did at Ernst. But
women
aster. Silas, and little Jim, and
Many things to do'
-they gushed over the sew doctor.
Ann would carry on the family
There were to be guests at the His good looks! His delightful enstrain, though with Silasn flying
overseas . . But the isame-Alar dinner that night, and cards to be cent!
plaMed around the table. She had
Looking at the cards in her hand,
had been their hope there!
LIU ABNER
Gasping sharply in revolt against had Untie ,Arthur write the names Glade sew that Bowman was her
several
days
ago.
fine
A
Iasi
dootor and, she laughed a litcopper'ha tyranny of family ambition and
C.HILLUNTT- Af-I WANTS
7
1P"'
e figs, she rose and walked over to plate script was one of his talents tle, tossing bar red hair out of her
She went up to her room to wash eyes, Just about the town's last docCOME HOME,AN'GIVE
TH'
' eatable door.
e old man watched her, and the apples and put them Into he tor, too. They had one other who
d her hart if not her protest. howl Doing this, ben thoughts ,called himself rdoctor." Dr..Zaller.
K LL
'You and Alan," Jasper said slow- narted to Alan, in Mannerly by • eery fat man, with a pursed,
ly, "are still yeursg. You got plenty now. "Please, (Sod, let him do the red-tippet, mouth end ntlpleassint,
rob he wants to don!
a smoothed small eyes. Linda knew tittle of
chance . . ."
fre agntn, *no' it sufficed tier that Alsit
Her hand lifted *e door lifttli, tor IItPWOW
her head shook from side to side. the little slack of %hien. Sin - es1Peni called the man, frankly, a qua.
cards
in
her
hand. She had al• and actively resented the way Zel"Pont hope." she said forlornly.
"I've stopped 'hoping" Then she ready told Jacob of Miss Little ler promised so much to the ignorant hill people -for a price, paid
whirled around, her head up. her Desn's accidents,
Aunt Flora, when told, had In advance.
clerk eyelashes swept up, her lips
Soft • spoken Alan fulminated
trembling. "If the family is 90 gimped and wept • sentimental
disappointed, perhaps you'd like me tear over wbat had happesed to against this man and his lassertion,
tTe
re Alan another chance-else- the -dear old lady. At her age, it widely advertmed, that be could
cure anything with his oomplicated
will go bard with her!"
"Lindy, Lindy," he rebuked her.
The correct number of places electrical appliances. He must, he
"It's been on my mind, too!" she had been set about the table, silver, qua/died, get the patient, in time,
assured him, then opened the door service plates, cut-glass goblets. and be allowed to serve without
Now, let's see . . . nee women, interference. These condltlosis
and went out.
As she made her way back to seven men-thank goodness, the eausesed, he could, he declared,
gathered
apples
she
table was oval: Seretha's and cure cancer and spinal curvature,
the house,
from the grass in the orchard The Jasper's cards took care of them- tuberculosis and Impotency. Single- -ABB!E an' SLATS
best apples of course had Nag selves. Ueda Sad Alen shoesiel be handed, be conducted vsbat he
THANKS FOR NOT BUSTING
Since been picked and sold, or nearly memos tame each other- mined a clinic in a suite of ecsoms
OUT LAUGHING, BECKY. TVA
above the drug store.
stored. But uhder the old trees provided Alan was there at alit
(CMOKE) IN THE ADVERBut Linda need not worry over
She moved around the table, and
rii%r the house, until heavy frost,
TISING 13115411E5S0W could alWayesflral apple, with around It again, placing the cards whme use would seat that doetee.
which to fill the WWI which she flat upon the plates until she had She plated her own card between
MKT'S IVRY I'M
and Dr. Bovnnan'a
Sept beside Alan's chair In their her plan set, when they could be
WEARING /NS
put tato the holders.
and tilted her head at the sound of
bedroom..
UNIFORM;
out
tumbling
in
the
thoughts
hall.
Linda let her
Deciding to seat the new doctor a vecuffie
some.
into
outside
last
embtions
one
glance
With
beside Beretta. she thought of hint.
and
around the
t...tn
il)she went swiftly across the
thing like a pattern She should Dr. Ernst WM an Austrian refugee i(
through it door, and therm
not have flared out at the old man, seeking to establish Ms Medical liand let him feel the sting of this cense in America. He had to do a stood the twins. They were ringday's frustrations. Being married certain! amount of tesident prac- Janie* and Ann --with atrium-cols
for ten years marked a milestone. tice and attain citizenship. She did ored hair, Ann's a bit the lobger.
By that time, a wife could judge hope he would prove • real help to Apple-cheeke, bright red this afterher success or failure. And If a Alan; he needed such help. Old noon, and gray eyes, wide and
pini of the contract had been to Dr. Cassidy Was daily *corning dark now, their faces solemn. They
stare obviously in trouble Of some
seine sa a mother of Alan's chil- more of a hindranee.
Linda thought of the big Irish- sort, and had come to Linda for
dren, the propagator of the Thornton name and line, Linda was a man. Shock-haired, bushy-broweds kelp.
with at uAUcly ihustache, it had
jfil1dre.
amide .1 horetou s et ruswest memones
mea owe her lenfh wedding utiliser
owe, as occasion for - beir betas made
intors•11 swats of the eleappgiaragi
gilt by her husband's family over her
filishire to prodi.re an heir The ThornWas-old Jasper. his sr& itereyve
fii•anii- and their Si see t
Most
hems o 411
lan.ientiel pewits in
LOOT hopes are °ant
to ttsidr Wirn
Asa, Linda's husloWed. }rho is4L
ree00h. • large at this' Thdenti-bu
hOernton
mai at Valhalla. 'The ot r
woo John. lea hong/ gn Is
doM
insationed A widowed daughter. ar. has • son Silas-an Army flier.-

•

by leading his club to the cellar
of the American League, a two.
notch fall.
Arid best wishes too, to all the
football coaches and baseball managers who were fired in
1955.
Theirs is the r attest career in
!ports when it comes to Job
security.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE ""'"°
777

FOR SALE or RENT 5 ROOM
house with 2 acres of land. 1311
Sycamore. Call 1709
J7C

WANTED • Shoe Salesman Apply
P 0 Box 322. Murray. Ky.
15Q

BEVERLY KI/A.S, Calif. RI Theatrical agent Jennings Lang
and actress *mica Lewis were
married late Sunday in a quiet
ceremony here at the home of
friends.
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47-The self
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Above, RICHARD TODD and JEAN PETERS in a
scene from the ci,nemaScoue_picture.."A MAN CAL.—
• LED PETER," which is claimed one of the best pictures in years. "A Man Called Peter" opens today at
the Varsity ,Theatre.

- SPECIAL For This Week Only
•
•
•
1952 FORD Custom, 8,cy1inder, 2-door,
- "radio and heater, over-drive, white
wall tires and seat covers. You' Wilt AI
be happy when you drive this. Only
$545.
•
•
(
•
1949 FORD Pick-Up, flat bed, good sides
0ex:riga- spring-s7 $245. —
•
•
•
WE WILL NOT BE UNDER SOLD
WE WILL TRADE FOR ANYTHING

Lampkins
Motor Sales
Phone 519

3rd & Maple Sta.

By Ernie Bushmillee
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By -R.4;1mm Vani‘Barea
I FIGURED THAT r'YE OffN WASTING
MY TIME ABOUND C.RABTREE CORNERS,
SO I APPLIED FOR A MB AT
BUTTON, BUSTIN,

KEERECT. IM WHAT THEY CALL A
JUNIOR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE: AND

THE RRsr THING I HAD '10 00
WAS PAN A GRAY FLANNEL
SUIT, Buirot4-DOWN
SHIRT, KNIT TIE AND
GORDOVAN SHOES.THEY
CONSIDER YOU A SLOB
IN THE ADVERTISING
BUSINESS If YOU DRESS
ANY OTHER WAY:

STITCH AND

SCREECH,THE
BIG ADVERTISING,
AGENCY:

Coutikroiz

•
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or-a ..440.11,01...ngdig
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Wins Fourth
Sugar Bowl

the right to region 11.41 itatalallathit lAtteat to tta
Bait".
ht MMIlic Voice Items ellecb la ow apemen are not lot the best
Millneat 01 osi reactors

•
BY CBARLIES OHL
United Preee sports Writer.
a.
NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 3 t
-REPHERENTLTIVES: WALLACE WITMER,
CO. lallb
lieresens, term.. 250 Park Ave-, New York; 307 N MIcbJSin Georgia Tech's hobby Dod& his
-fourth Sugar Bowl victory firmly
*wee Chimigo. lig BoaystoeLi.. kkanaa.
in hand, today praised tne mag( Swamiat the
lteent Pittsburgh Panthers wnose
Poet Wee, Murray, Kentucky, for eansmempon a.
cruziening oliensive power and deattend Class Matter
to
sperate toucnoown bias Moriciay
17i ire
tt abc$3.61113
sacuarbare,
esteRepri
0Ncia
joer aAa
gAw
jay steoajrriee
in jumm
omulcor
urray,pec
peryealr459pear
week 15a. iii9 in their .7-0 losit4 cause taiougoi
'ears ironf even me Muse eideni
Tech fan.
Teice, Pitt bore down on ule
3, 1956
la
_
Tech goat tine witn relentiees
•No ..
ferocity, only to be tgustrated by
-a
BETTER UNDERSTANDING
a comoinatiun of the ewe& suct
et
trw kngineeze' throulenola on 1
at
feet ie1 vital yardage.
e
this tame of the year-we hear quite a bit about stock- Lew
'
- we are proua amo happy to
c
inking. Also we read reviews ox toe past year s n5 - nave veina saw LA000 wiasse team
in a Iew nays we witt an be iamniar with toe pounced on a iskie interterenee
st
:tiling to store the tone toucnciewn
ten
uaggeat
110We events ox toe year itUo0.
rr
nuoway in the fast period and
...---- .,.. Aii.tAlit DAM ref 193-111D aktilliiftl-Kt. l)Clica't-05 T0,11,ifht
teed_etace _pot
e_ grimly
lcehe greatest uegree 01 understanding between the Last offensive arsenal.
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.LiazsTuAity

Neither Pitt Coach Jtahnny Me
chelosen nor Pitt Athletic Director
Torn flamiltee Seemed 'inclined to
pursue the argument. Both tuck the
attitude that the "game es over
and Grier himself added that the
Tech players -are all fine sportsmen."
A crowd of 130,175 packed the
Sugar Bowl Stadium to v.atch the
battle that had been touted as
Tech speed versus Pitt power.
As It turned out. the Pitt line,
led by bruising ends Joe Walton
and John Paluck, froze Tech's
flashy speedsters. George Volaert,
Paul atutenberry and Dickie Mattison, before they could get'inder-

At

•••••416.,

4

that

..._______
'Dom naait Anil- eat.
'
' IN
ooarol
IsVinkaa
.
.Boce
said:
"I
.
would
rather
fail bra'
1
,cause I know some dajr wilt triumph, than to win a cause
:L anew. SOROS-Ott ye w4a-4aid:',
:
At the tune the late president .said that we thought
it typified the Inn work ot one of our greatest Amen•
-cans, Lorded. hull, who believed the way to* peace is
through -international 'Yree" trade.
'the-Russian revolution of 1918, which brought about
By FRANK EIDGE JR
the iron Curtain, seemed to have eclipsed the Cordell
tailed Press Sports Writer
kiull poliUcai and trade theories. _
MIAMI Jan 3 ay -- Coach Jim
Maybe his principles are the ones that will some day Tatum sadly admitted today his
triumpn, alter all. International Conununism may have battered Marylanders just couldn't
run 'nit gourse. sk t leaa it is beginning to appear that it gind enough ktre.attung space, "even
with an oxygen tank on the
has. nut whether it -hsui, or not, we understand each se:Wines.- to thwart the crackling
other.
second half offensive that gave

TUESDAY, JANUARY 3, 1956
h.eling 50 yards to Dante ',well'
aid 1115 to Hay Renfro,.
The Etiovens based their victory
or a defende that piekiel off oeven
oppeeiernepasees - onieeehiert of
the 15-year-eld record for interceptions in a championship game.
Three of
the interceptiens, prodill at touchdowns.
Lau Grozies 26-yard field gout
stared the sewing parade foibleifig a drive front the Browns' 24
that featured a 32-yard pass from
Grit sun to Lavelleee,
Teo inteiceptioas both offNorm
Van Brix:lake added two touchdow LS in the second period. Halfback Don Paul ran 65 yards for
the erst one and Lavelle following
halback Torn James' inter.eption,
took • Graham pass to paydart in
tatty that covered 50 yeds.

Rebels
Otto Graham
14-13 Over Retires From
TCU In Cotton Thetridirou

Hy ED FITE
United Press Sports Writer
DALLAS. Tex tit -A quarterback Who was there andeade .evh0
wasn't were' the key effenares in
Mississippi's 14-13 upset Cotton
Bowl victory over Texas Christian.
The inert .who was there was Ole
Mtge part Cherokee *Indian signal
caller, Herman Sidney
Eagle)
Day, whose fourth-down gamble
bear mid-fiekt and'alutch running
paved the way for the victory and
earned hen the "Must Valuable
Batik- award.-The man who wasn't there was
Charles aChuck" Curtis, who had
guided TCU, to It 11--1 seamen white
Ui
'Or
, ring a yeareilii knee injury
After the lone score, the game
only to go crashing out of the bowl
settied into a display of defensive
kerne on the opening kickoff with
might. Tech marcned -to the Pitt
two fractured ribs.
seven-yard line in the fourth
No one will ever know whether
period, but the Panthers, braced
Curtis could."have been any mare
overeat atio goal-- line. -bald
successful than his emergency filla fourth down pass by Volkert
‘.-'
0 b.auct b% est lance W Orld 1% ar I wo enaed. .
was intercepted by Ray DiPas- in, Richard Finney, at snapping a
Praises Pitt Defense
bowl-game losing streak for TCU
154 g:
We were at long litet enticteu into the realization "Defensively, Pitt's end and line- quale.
that has now grown to five
othat there will he no compromise on me part en intermi- backer play' was the best we faced
straight.
na t(bonartommunuim which is arctic:Kited to worin revoni- all year,- said Dodd. "We thought
Coach Missed Canis
before
the
game
that
Pittsburgh
at Jtion- Attu the eiviet Ltuon now tnorougnly unuerstanus
College Football
But, TCU Coach Ate ?kerne dewould dominate the ground and
scribed Curtis' loss as. nice "losing
Rwe w.ui never compromise our pnneiptes or Democracy, control the ball much of the time.
Bowl Results
ea a
your right arm" or ' like "losing
Pittsburgh
was
a
fine
ball
club
a good agate in a marble game.'
E nor-wail we ever lend an ear to tne nand-lull of "bleed- out mere"
By United Pretty There was no qua-tion that Curm ing Awls- in this coutry who still regard Communism- 'The pass intereference ruling
Michigan St. 17 UCLA 14
}tree tis' exit gave
Mississippi
the
di bite a .p0/11.1egi movement.
created a Minor rhubarb.
Oklahoma 20 Maryland 6
Orange chance to load its defensive line
F
1% e wisn NA- better relations, and surely there as a The interfirenca., was called on Ga. Tech 7 Pittsburgh 0
Sugar without too much risk of undera
fullback Bobby Grier, the first Mississippi 14 TCU 13
Cotton stating its pies defenses. Because
much Dettef chance to nil\ e mem witn tne sort of uncief- Pitt
Negro ever to play in a Sugai- Wyoming 21 Texas Tech 14
Sun Ole Miss knew as well as Tee
StailULUJI that iolLowed the ereueVit -st11111111t conterence". Bowl football game. Tech quarter- -Prairie View 59 Fisk 7 Prairie
that Finney, who hadn't workedea
th ;
rrom now on we oelle%e it will be oupossiole tor the back Wade Mitchell tossed a pass
single play with the first team all
Don Ellis frem the 33 where Jniata,
to
end
Pa. 6 Mo, Valley Mo.
Vu
'ew
be t Russians to pun the wool over our eyes as iney have done
season, wasn't apt to hurt anyone
,
Pitt had fumbled. Ellis, on the goal
Tangerine, night
with hie. passes .
"aconsinnuy since wa reneweo dipionianc relations with line, dropped the ball when he and
He threw only three and had
Inein in 1933.
offiGrier came into contact. The
Saturday's Results
two of them intercepted-one that
ihey now know the difference between "recognition" cials pieta Tech khe:_ball on the East 29 Wee 6 Shrine
All-Star killed the already dwindang hopes
m'
ene-yard line and Mitchell scored
Gator of a TCU comeback in the waning
c., ,anu -acquiesence ', anti since they call distinguish the two plays later, adding the' con- Vanderbilt 25 Auburn 13
South 20 North 19
Blile-Gray moments following Day ii gamblies
- ,dinerence we now nave hope
our relations will im- version.
Border All-Stars 13 Skyline A.S. reup that turned defeat into vicprove, and tnat. itcreasau trade will prove DenelatABI tO ....Grier claimed after the game
Salad
10
tory.

suittqam.

on.

that al was in front of turn and
couldn't have pushed hint, but he
shoved me a little 'and it caused
hie to fall down"
Knocked Ott Balance
Ellis, however, claimed that Grier
"deftrittely shoved me a nd it
knocked me off balance and _prevented ine from catchine the

LOS ANGELES „gal -Otto GroThim returned to retirecnerit today
alter a valedictory appearance as
which he ran and passed t 1 e
Cleveland Broaers to a 38-14 re it
over the Los Angeles Rams f
their third National Football Le e
gue charnieonship.
It was a fitting climax to a fabulous career . Grahein ended
10
years 'of service with the Biowns
-the loam whaeh recorded, the
Score In Second
most successful decade in pro footLee Angeles scored In the second
ball hetury with 10 straight dive
sion pennants. Cleveland also.has on a Van Brooklin - pee,. to Volney
won seven league titles
es in tub mr- -Siteata Quinlan, good for 67 yerds.
Graha
pzioci
scarThe
-ed twice
first
ase
culls since Coach Paul Brown took t.airti
quse was
over M) years ago.
Brown termed
Graham -the ta 15-pezei rollout following a
uuba
46-yard fdri
veckniallugh
y,e
s.,
. attaurice
oncia
ela
ted Baseete
by sub;
evermto
iollokwills
iapuoatrterbac
av
gasiattat s

when Graham lobbed 35-yards to
Renfro.
The Rants got tAeir_ar9vad and
last score late in the fourth with
halfback Ron Waller taking it bur
yards off tackle following se 67•
yard- march

TIME
NEW YORK lIft - .William
Pastures, 29. a heading superintendent, cams _home from a New
put his
Ylork celebeation and
trousers in en oven instead of a
closet.
1. said today 'they were
Fie
called a short time later. Pastures'
trousers were on fire.
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Funeral Wreaths
and Sprays

FOR
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4rtistically Ar).anged

&con
Popla

lee* through center for 2'7 yards.
0'to punched over from the one
Graham Scored Twice
to, the second eight plays after
Graham scored two touchdowns
triter Sam Palumbo picked oa
and passed to two Touchdownsanother Van Brocklin pass.
at Poplar — Call 479
Cleveland tacked on the •
Ole Mes was trailing 13-7 when uric. in the middle of the
Dey took his suceeesful long shot
gamble with a fourth-down pass on
the Teti 45 It clicked for 14 yards
to fullback Paige Cothren and set
Ow stage for Day to dart 25 more
big yards to the five after appirently being trapped trying to pass.
From that point. suaetitote halfback Ralph Lott skirted end for
the tying points end Cuthren col
at
le,,ted has eighth point if the day
to. the winning conversion. He
hal plunged three yards. far Ole
M.as' first score and converted in,
the second 'quarter.
•
,111.- America Jimmy Swink of
TC LT lived up to ho reputation
ve.h touchdowns from three and
39 yards out in the Drat two periods and a 42-eard punt Tetuan
— Operators —
thee went for nauht when the
ALFRED TAYLOR
HUBERT COTHRAN
pa ked Ole Miss line stifled the
TC'J running game He pelted im
PI( KUP -and DELIVERY PHONE 9118
107 yards rushing.
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• h,
1141 •

victory.
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Another Ashland Station
TO SERVE YOU

clean
,FOR
vicese

0

THE NEW ASHLAND STATION
FIVE POINTS

house
Sycarr

LI

Is Now Open For Business

WAN]
P0

Everyone Is Invited To Try Their Service

Leave
Call i

Oklahoma
Wins Over
Maryland

-- Five Years
Ago Today
shad Amy: titre
Low
Jaaavary 3, 1 alb 1

. ......

James Parker, of Parker Aiutors, was one of the winners in toe Nitsn contest conducted during 19;A0.
Nash c orporauon presents a gold -lapel pin to each Nash
salesman eatIO sell lth) tars ot the same Model. James
qualified for the pin, set with a diamond.
Mr. and Mrs. darry Jenkins attended the KentuckyOklahoma iootbaii gome at the Sugar Bowl in New Orleans, La., New Years Day.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Solomon and children, Nannette
and Bill, of Murray, and Mrs. Solomon's mother, Mrs.
W. A. Ash brook -of LaCenter, have returned from a Western motor trop to Texas and Old
The group
visited Mr. Solomon's parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Solomon. Sr., in Taylor, Texas, and Mrs. Ashbrook's brother,
Col. H. R. Melton of San Antonia. Texas.
Ralph Virgil Horton, age 19. has volunteered for the
U.S. Navy, according to his father, Mr. Virgil Horton
of Murray Route Two.
Young Horton attended Murray Training School. Hie
enlistment is for four ,l'ears and was sent .to San Diego,
Calif.. for training...
"William Foy. student at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington, has been the guest of his ,parents, Mr. and
Mrs. S..%'. Foy.

Mareiano
Is Fighter
Of The Year
-- Heavyweight
ate. 'VORA
repeal Reeky Itareisno was
es "Fighter of the Year" tee
le, third time in four years today
oy. Rise magazine because of has
japiettiass defenare ageing Dun
terten and Are)ar 51"°,4
The stioand welterweight title
betweee chansibien CarmeA
•
and ex-chigap Tony Deo NoiAill win tabbed 'The
the Weer,- by the maga-

Mass.. was selected as **Fighter of
the Year over five others who
were rated below him by the Ittng
Magazine's staff in the followigg
order 2 - middleweight champion
Moore. 5 - top ight heavy contender Fleyd Paterson. I - lightweight
champion Wallace !Bud) Smith.
Editor Nat Fleischer stressed
that Marciano's vivo defenses of the
heavy crown had more world-wide
significance than any . achievements
ot his five rivals
Rays ninth-round kayo victim
at San Francisco on May 18 was
Doe C,ockell of England chempion
et Europe and the British Empire.
Fleischer emphasized that the San
fraucisce knockout disposed of any
foreign - threat to the tale
The magazine's Fighter of the
Year selection disagreed ,with that
of ale Boxing agrigia; 'Associatien
which had voted the annual EdNeil award to welter
ward J
champ Basibe on Dec. 1.4 for his
outstanding contributeate to the
sport in 1955. The writers have
coolie to reseed their Neil plaque
as the "Fighter of the Year
ewer& Ironically. Editor Fleischer
is president of the Hexing Writers'
Associative

...* Th, tittle reread of thr AeHue
Moore - "Sabo Olsen light heavy" weight-el& fight. Jute 22 was
of the
the illoved
ees
s'at
"a-eeee the session in
Year.pound
which lifoore kept hag 175
.4,0Lom
n aback
aruwa BY karrre*hig
Sugei *ay Nohine
eight title
recapture- of the eerie,
• nrid-roand
Oben en
fron
nisi *The
The • g.rt,a t fire of 1,,oldwl . dekrux kout. Dee. S. was
stroyed 13200 houses oiewSept 2.
Upset it the Year
artockton 1$10.
Unbeaten Mercian° elf_

Oklehecna a 20-6 Orange Bowl
victory.
The convincing victory firmly
estabastied Okairefica as the undisputed national football champion.
for this game matched the may
two perfect - record major - college
learns ir. 'the country. Oklahoma
had been ranked No. 1 nationally
at the end of. the regular seaso;i
Tatum.. aften callera the nation's
top defensive genius. cainceded he'd
been soundly trounced at h:s own
game by wily Bud Wilkinson of
Oklahoma
Sooners "Finest Team"! ' want to say that in all my
20 years of coaching and five years
it playing. Oklapoma wile the
(meat 'football team I'va evier seen
on a 'football field," Tatum - told
players and coaches' from both
teams at a dinner Monday raght
following tee big game which drew
a record 76.561 fans.
"The great delusion before this
game was that Oklahoma had only
an offensive and we had a defensive team. Oklahoma has a use
defensive football team . and defense i; the payoff in football.
'In the fine half we got the
feeling that we might aue But at
halftime I said to my players that
Coach . Wilkinson was telling his
bays, :You haten't let them have
it. You'll have to guaolit there and
play to win.'
4liey came back and called the
plays Si, fast our boys didn't get
breathing space. •even With an
oxygen tank on the sidelines,"
Tatum said
Modest But Moved
Wilkinson. modett as ever but
ebviuusly moved •deeply by hut
team's great victery. thanked his
players tor "the greatest heart,
the greatest spirit and he greeteret
second half I've ever seen.- '
'The second half is the beet
we've played this season.. .all we
had to do. with Maryland ahead
was goof a couple of tunes and
that ve.ald have been Maryland s
ball game: said Wilkinson. It veis- halfback Tommy McDonald and No 2 quarterback Jay
O'Neal. who sparked the sizzling
second-hall comeback for the Sowers and gave the nate:mat thane
piens -thee 30th Consecutive win
irt the fifth bowl game . under
Wilkinsen. .
Merylanda lithe Ed Vereb. playing with a "nervous arid (mp!),
stomach" that kept him up much
of the night before. and Maryland's
rugged defenders headed by Ala
center
Bob
Pellegrtni
America
..
dominated the first two quartei-s
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Once again, Olds sets
the trend for tomorrow
with a brand-new, double-duty
"Intagrille Bumper" design!
1.sare iniard te our -liosrooni right no! Give
Oldsmobile a thorough going.over for ev,ry detail

ofN

you

demand in your ties car. You'll find Oki* eut ahead in
every way! Stunning Starfirr ,,tyling with tbe functional

"It's
assure
and w
As
the It
'from t

beauty of the new "Intagrill, hamper"! If, both a
glamorous, modern grille and full-depth, dmibie-prwortiart
bumper. And you'll discovegalie blaring action of tie new
Rocket T-350 Engine for par, setting power!
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You'll discover new amoothne-a, too, in the aplit•secoml
of Jetaway Hydra-Wain*. Then, get met for the
01higge.t and best surprise of all Get our price! See na today
.-.. make this your year to rork et away with Oldsmobile!
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FOR RENT 2 unfurnished apart
manta at 306 N. 6th St. See or call
Dr. Hugh W. McEltath, phone
484
JaP

LC. w
10

a
re
es'
Cs,

•

WANT

840

RENT-A

Btilf:RLY 1TS, Calif. RP Theatrical agent Jennings Lang
and actress Mcnica Lewis were
married late Sunday in a quiet
ceremony here at the home of
friends.

Aãtk IOU INTERESTED IN BEowning a licensed beauty opreator?
Will train and place you in good
paying job out of rwray. All
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN! WE ,
tools and books tisished by
have a lovely Spinet Piano that
achool. Write, or come in and see
we will transfer to reliable Wel
the school in operation. Each
party who will take up monthly
Beauty School 206 South Sixth
installments. Write before we mod
J9C
St Murray. Kat.
truck. Credit
Manager, Joplin
Piano Cn P. U. Box 704, Paducah,
Kentucky
J7C GREENFIELD FABRICS 3 nu. E.
Cadiz hwy. 94. Clearance Sale.
First quality woolens and wool
WANTED TO RENT. 2 bedroom }ersey $1 49 yd. gingharns 'a price.
JP
house. Phone 13214
..I5C

NOTIC4

Sports Patrol

NewsMakers

- By STEVE SNIDER
by leadaig Pus club' to the cellar
'of the American League, a two,
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK, Jan. 2 AB -Now notch fall
that the sports champions of 1955
And best wishes too, to all the
FOR RENT: THREE-ROOM Unhave been saluted properly, how football coaches and baseball manfurnished apartment. 601 Poplar,
about a New Year's wish for some agers who
were fired in
Phone 620 or 780.
1955.
J7P
guys who really need it?
es
a Theirs is the r.sitiest career at
There are more losers than win- 'sports when it comes to job
RENT THR-ROOM
EE
FUR ners in sports and here are a few security.
Wed apartment on 1.et floor, 1803
that can use a break in 1956.
West Main Phone 1367-W after 5
Steve Sebo, Pennsylvania footLAZY EAGLE
pm.•J4C
ball coach, a normally cheerful
character
whose teams haven't
NEW YORK as -A group of
FOR RENT A small furnished
won a single game in his two year bird watchers Tuesday chalked up
coaching tenure.
apartment Suitable for a couple.
a rarity for these parts - a bald
Bobo Olson, 4.tho was counted eagle, and a lazy one at that.
Second floor Furnace heat 506
Poplar
out the last two times he fou,ght.
The bird watchers saw the eagle
Phi/ Rizzuto of the Yaakees, a riding on an ice floe in the Hudson
great little shortstop who'll have River
FOR RENT 5 ROOM FURNISHto battle a half-dozen rivals for a
house in Kirksey of will ell
Above, RICHARD TODD and JEAN PETERS in a
Pab in the twilight of his career.
(1441
lUST A DUMMY
J9C
scene from the CinemaScope picture, "A MAN CALThe man .George Halm picks as
his -successor at the catching helm
THE OOP will Jose the 1956
LED PETER," which is claimed one of the best pkG•RMISCH,
Germany
III
-Local
of the Chicago Bears, for George
presidential electron if Presitures in years. "A Man Called Peter" opens today at
dent Eisenhower Is not a canis leaving a team that should win police rushed to the railway station
when a locomotive engineer redidate, predicts Rep. A. L. MilIn '56.
the Varsity Theatre.
FOR SALE: 1950 Nash Anthemsported the nude body of a• woman
ler, veteran Republican conHates To Lose
dor 4-door sedan. Good shape and
lying near the tracks.
gressman from Nebraska. The
Bobby Bragan of the Pirates, a
clean See 0 B. Boone
J9C
The body turned out to be a
statement was part of Millar's
man who hates to lose, but who
lifesized
store
annual predictions of things to
window
dummy
,FOR SALE EXTRA GOOD work
now ia the new manager of a team
(International)
minus head and arms.
coma
varse and one-horse wagon and
that makes a habit of losing.
Miler Wes Santee, whose exhwriess. W
E. Johnson, phone
Anew,, to
"te'
PUZZLE
131E54
pense account troubles apparently.
J4P
aren't all cleared up yet.
DOW
23- Prot active
ACROSS
FOR SALE or RENT: .6 ROOM
Football Coach Ara Parseghian.
(LAW
ditch
house with 2 acres of land, 1311
1-Baokbone
for
MtiCia
who made r uCh an
impression
•II-Eaplosion
sodium
.3.3r2
Sycamore. Call 1700
.17C
when his Miami, Ohio, team lick11-Musical
55-Ruman bronze
•RN
Instrument
17-Sliding bolt
ed Northwestern that Northwest(91.)
SS--A state (abbr.)
1I-Passages
ern hired him for 1956. He'll find
$O- Walk
14- Danish
pompously
things rough in his new job.
territorial
41-Prepoal(ion
division
Jackie Robinson of the Dodgers.
LS-Notched on
•
16-Jotti
th• edge
WANTED Shoe Salesman Apply
who had the worst, mason of his
17-Still
41-1tornan gods
ALDO 41111 (it MuntlIVIGOO, Uruguay, waves (rum Ma
la-Spanish for
P 0 Sox 322. Murray. Ky. a JOC
clattering, , entire career last year and wants
41-Unit
1952 FORD Custom, 8:cylinder, 2-door,
&limpet brakelesa 1P28 Saito on arrival in Los Angeles after
es-ns• receiving
22.000
to have a big one before he calls
1)-Wthdrlowar
mons)
mils. of Sailplane, Brasil, Chile. Peru, Ecuadot. Columbia,
,
RIDERS 'ID Dett4flo
ti-Pr000un
Cen45-Freir drink
radio and heater, over-drive, white
it quits.
tral America and Masted. Senor A.bir, 24. plans to motor
22-Strike.
Leaving early Wednesday, Jan. 4.
Off--Rost
through
Charlie Grimm cif the Braves,
34--indefirdt•
111--Cheeks0
the U. S. come spring.
2Van'.
Call 847-W-3. •
wall tires and seat covers. You will
171P
(InferaSeitonas elemistimeoto)
art lie
64-Perch
the major league manager on the
n
rn•
23-Encounter
62-Ester of oleic
3—Prepi'.0 lion
behest seat for 1956.
27-Marshall Van
be
happy when you drive this. Only
ac id
4- 'a rt of speech
initials
America's cross - country skiers
(OA
DOWN
25-King of Bastian
6-Slave
In the upcomin winter Olympics,
29-Declared
1- Figure of
11--4:onductons
El-Repro vs
speech
'who give It a game try each time
ath.k
•
•
7•
lloid on
but wind up the gruelling grind
property
1 3 ., 3
5
'7
o
4
Ia
almost lost among the late
I-Conjunction
1949 FORD Pick-Up, flat bed,
11-craity
Imisnats.
RV K1ZABITW SE FEAT
-4-- -14' troampitemted---Fre* ticket
a
n
.
ncr
springs7 $20. •4
IS-Let it sued
All By Himself
,
;(
r/
,
1•1
a
0.5
is-eencioa
RS
,
iti•
i
Sam Jones of the Cube, the only
One e. AS fas,e1 ui a-aaa•
ticris this Milne doctor - thirty
I 11- Mess
Thurst.u. a strongest mensumes
'i
20
shed I years younger, Of course-who had
pitcher in the majors who lost
24i-fasuis forth
Sr Suss her tenth wedding abuser ' ways liked him, and she
22-Dart
OW) as oression for Isse being node she coulal. h•ve pleased h tra with , first aroused
Alap's interest in 2111 game., last season
it
23
lits.•
21,- Dewey duck
graseply aware tie the liasapelstaserst • "ratr of red-headed chafing%
!••• ! Ict the boy drive
St Louis Cardinal pitchers, who
MS by her husband's family over her
211-.41en9oectIon
-71
‘
310--A continent
Stature to brod,.ce an heir The Thorn- It would have been a way to pay tam On his rounds, Into the hills, set a new major league reaard for
•
V $
///,
e...a-old Jasper. ata Iv*
(abbe)
Wye kirn fOr all he had done it w
and help Nee twat In an emer- Marne runs.
St-Lipoid
flu am)- and their
V
WE WILL TRADE FOR ANYTHINO
!VI -11 Cur.
lismaential people in
hills.
val' - -* road given Alan his tasaWs ',flea. Later with the idea of (rain elineil be'
, Golfer Tommy Balt who'd like
ibefr hope. are etnl .
Ti :desire permiaaed his eon to *erne . lag hie hand and eye. He let Alan
es
in Itneir
sernebne to kick his ball back into
le-Permit
Joao. Linda's huskand. who ta re
(rollop.)
/
I,
V/255
doctor.
Alan
had
told
Litchi of / read his betake, and explained the
S
t...t.arge at thn ThoCsiti-tri
it-Met hod
A
C1-, 114- Alwmpt
petal al Valhalla The of r
radon the aacrifite tans had' meakt to more 'beanie, matters. In ha the fairway sometime
',I
17_80,, of water
won John. lett horu• an tre seldom Jasper.
Tigthe
Tuttle
of
Bill
Outfielder
V
54
•
ilkOe lie nab doge a good job for
...dimly) • widowed daughter Mar111—r le President
4 1/41
both leagues by
..
/
,
.,- .1.4 YIS 4‘
*eV has a son Silas-an Army flierland& hermit remembered how : the MU people, but maw, of course, er, who led
/13-41sestruction
.fit
}Ill
gtwins. ,Jim and Ann Sere- the old min had corns into the II. conditions were changed. Decid- grotWedIng•Into 23 double plays
'
AKIO
Met's brother. old Uncle Arthur Me
4
400-- AnYll
...7
The Bcetom Bruins, now dead
474
/
1
,4 4
rut, and hie silly wife. Aunt flora. brary when she was brand-new at 1Ni 20 seat this doctor between
41-Pple,
7 4,1 saw live at the Thornton farm-1114- her plit behind It/ desk, and nad'IlEargairet and Alan. Linda smiled last is the Matlanal Hock Y
44-nanlph island
t4
3
SI
11.•ra Green
SS
47-The ..if
Alan phone/ Linda from the hospital bragged to her about the fine in- t• *Aim, how patient Alan must be League
4111-enotnerri
and tells her that Miss Little Mae. ternship which his ace had just got with Pie old buffer. awe a good
hfackhirl
Chuck Diemen of the Wash.ngPhone 519
3rd & Maple Sts.
tswele Artur's flirtation Is there with
111-Minsellan emir
workman. but stubbornly unwilling ton Senators, who celebrated his
• fractured hip and a 75-mile trip to for himself He'd beta so proud
is-That
Is (abbr.)
are a erre re.a.. awaver.a.
as esserg.ncy operation will delay his to have a doctor soil, and had to sudecribe to modern techniques return to the majors Last aealion ;
▪ ending the annlvertiar7 dinner Pieta. talked to.her Ito proudly of the And Pinuatr-es.
t.....etha has testiest...I f.lede and reaer neat card 'wad that of fliisper go to name • prise eolt at paa good which a good doctor could do.
By Ernie Bushmillee
NANCY
st•bles, where he admits his regret mat
Of course Swetha had been selll Bowman, the young h°u0e
"
c"
she and Alan Cave no children to carry
imapital,
tor
el. the
who wee limyproud, too, but het pries was ID
on the family name
- - the prestige attached to the pro- Ing this next week for Army servThat
was
lee
another
melon why
CHAPTER FOUR
fession. The first time &Ian had
•
..aNDA too* her gloves out of taken Linda to meat his family. 11 was Important for Dr. Knit to
•• *
satisfactory.
be
the basket and put them on. her Strethe hid told her. "My people
•• •
Linda bail barely met the new
face downbent. •hoping to conceal heNe always leaned toward the proman, he was exceedingly hindthat she was ithocked cold to tts fissions'- lawyers. jurists and PhY some
in a smooth and odes
,may
told by Jasper, in so many wordi,
was
of,
She
or Not &Ian s way cot rugged, dirk
that her importance to the family, eiciaheL"
uninterestea in, t? ualiWare
service
which
-vice
good lookii Dr. Ernst was a smallher significance to the patriarch, a doctor gives to his fellow num
er man. His black hair lay smoothlay-had lain for ten years-in the
Limit supposed that one's way ly upon Ms
head. Has skin had •
possibility that sbe would continue of being prpud eras
SJlli4 to the gleam as ot polished wood, and his
the family strata. And name
difference" between hid'od Sod dark eyes
were so.mnolent, his
She wanted children. She had Strain about which Jasper bad
manner gravely courteous.
grieved terribly at not having talked.
The town was already a-twitter
tetm. But the family, it seemed,
'A drop of rain upon her cheek about him. These hill people
coald
had felt even more strongly about
startled
her,
and she turned to look askance at foreigners, and the
her failure. To them it was dishurry
up
the
house
to
had
so
-she
men did at Ernst. But tree women
aster. Silas, and little Jim, and
many things to do'
-they gushed over the 'taw doctor.
Ann would carry on the family
?. ily; a I *Go
There were to be guests at the His good looks! His dellghtful ac•
ArAi/5- BUS-5A-4IlL t EA7
Strain, though with Silas flying
-E,•••
Overseas . . But the name-eAlfirl dinner that night, and cards to be cent!
around
at
nad
the
glased
table.
Looking
the cards in her hand,
She
tad been their hope there!
By Al Capp
UL' ABNER
Camping sharply in revolt against bad Uncle:Arthur write the names iotida saw that Bowman was her
several
days
last
doctor
ago.
and,
she laughed • litA
fine
copper'be tyranny of family ambition and
CHILLUNTr- At-i WANTS VO.
bew she rose and walked over to plate script was one of his talents tle, tossing her red hair out of her
-rE5UT,
She went up to her room to wash eyes, Just about the Mice's laat docCOME HOM E,AN'GIVE UP TH'
Stable door.
MAMMY
e old man watched her, and the apples and put them into the tor, too. They had one other who
BALD IGGLE— SO THEY Ktf\J
sled her hart if not her protest. bowl Doing thia, his thoughts called himself rdoctor." Dr..Zeller.
KILL IT!!
'You and Alan," Jasper said slow- darted to Alan, in Kennerly . by • Very fat man, with a pursed,
ly. "are still young. You got plenty how. "Please, God, let him do the red-fipped mouth end uppleaaant,
job he warts UP do!" She smoothed small eyes. Linda knew IMP of
chance . . ."
ITS
blm: it sufficed tier that Alms
Her hand Ittled the door latch, brr hair and ran doeaMtalre
efuled the,°An, frankly, a quack.
her head shook from aide to aide, the Little dick of thick rot.
rr
AlAtiMY.
"Don't hope," she said forlornly. cards In her hand. She had al- and actively resented the way Zr Iready
told
Jacob
of
promised
she
hoping."
en
much
ler
Then
Miss
to
stopped
the
Little
"I've
igner•
ant hill people--for a price, paid
whirled around, het head up, her Mae's accident.
advance.
In
lips
swept
up,
her
eyelashes
Flora,
Aunt
dark
when told, had
Boat • spoken Alan fulminated
trembling. "If the family is so gasped and wept a sentimental
disappointed, perhaps you'd like me tsar over what had happened to against this man and his kesertion,
tegive Alan another chance-else- the "dear old lady Al her age, it widely advertised, that be could
cure anything with hie complicated
Will go hard with her:"
re"
°Lindy, Lindy," he rebuked her
The correct number of places electrical appliances. He must, tie
"It's been op my mind, too!" she had been set about the table, silver, qualified, get the patient, In time,
assured him, then opened the door service plates, cut-glass goblets. and be allowed to serve without
These cendltiorts
Now, let's see . . . five women, Interference,
and went out
An she made her way back to *even men-thank goodness, the satisfied, he could, he declared,
cancer
apples
gathered
and
she
house.
cure
spinal curvature,
table
was
over
the
Seret ha's and
an'
;
-SLATS
,81E an
-.from the grass in the orchard. The Jasper's cards toek care of them- tubgrculosis and impotency. SingleBy 1Rastbesrn Vass Blinn
. course bad loos selves. binds mkt AMA gljogid be handed, be conducted whst he
74
.
gi;egriggi1
THANKS FOR NOT BUSTING
Wed and gold, oia neiudy across from' each other- called • clinic in a suite of tooms
FiGURED THAT I'VE alEEN ASTING
isEERECT. IM WHAT TT-I-EY CALL A
OUT LAUGHING, BECKY. I'M
above the drug store.
MY TIME AROUND CRABTREI CORNERS,
stored. But under the old trees provided Alan WILI theirc at alll
JUNIOR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE.' ANC)
SLATS, DARLING -- WHAT
(CHOKE) el THE ADVERShe moved around the table, and
But Linda need not worry over
neAr the house, until heavy frost,
SO I APPLIED FOR A 300 AT
THE FIRST THING r HAD 10 00
HAPPENED TO You? WHERE
TISING BUSNESS•0.could always find alpha.. WWI around it agaln, plashes the cards where she would seat that doctor!
BUTTON, I3USTIN,
WAS BUY A GRAY FLANNEL
WERE
YOU
I
t
which to fill the bowl which she flat upon the plates until she had She placed her own card between
TNArG WHY I'M
STITCH AND
SUIT, BUTTOei-DOWN
Bowman's_
Alan's
their
chair
In
kept beside
her pain sat, when they could be Dr Ernstat and pr.
WEARING DOS
SCREECH,THE
SNIRT, KNIT TIE AND
her
head
at
tilted
the sound of
bedroom.
put into the holders.
and
UNIFORN't
BIG ADVIRPSiv -,
CORDOVAN SHOES.THEY
is
n tthgeutn
scuffle outia
hal
c .
lands let her tumbling thoughts
padding to sew the new .1,-,tor
AGENCY.'
CONSIDER YOU A SLOB
somesubside
into
on
emotions
With
a
a
beside
around the
and
Seretha, she thought of him.
IN THE ADVERT1S0aG
thing like a pattern fthe should Dr. Ernst was an Austrian refuge* table, she went sertfUy scroas the
BUSINESS If YOU DRESS
not have flared out at the old man, seeking to establish his medical 11- mom, through its door, and there
ANY OTHER WAY.'
and let him feel the sting of this mese in/ America. ita had to do • stood the twins. They were nine-day's frustrations. Being married certain''amount of Hialdent prac- Janes and Ann -with straw-colfar ten years marked a milestone. tice and attain citizenship. She did ored hair, Ann's a bit the longer.
By that time,.a wife could judge hope he would prove a real help to Apple-checks, bright red this afterhe' success or ratlike. - And if a Alan; he needed such help. Old noon, and gray eyes, wide and
AND XV t
•
peat of the contract had baen to Dr. Cassidy was daily becoming dark now, their faces itolernn. They
GOT IT?
were obviously in trouble of some
serte a,q a mother of Alan's chil- more of a hiadraece.
Linda thought if the big 4ish- sort, and had come to Linda for
dren, the propagator of the Thorn/
ton name and line, Linda was a man. Shriek -hair
-el, buehy-browed, kelp.
legaggatit
tieta
_
WW1
&ü tiaUcly ilatutache, it had
jaaltift.
.
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TUESDAY, JANUARY

..tiST IN TIME FOR TEA
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Women s Page

hot
et

Weddings

Jo Burkeen, Editor . . . Phone 6.94-M-4 or 763-J
—

Social Calendar

M.
• Tuesday. Jahuary 3
RI . MTS. John Edd Waldrop opened
The Lottle Moon Ci,rc:e of irdS
11, her home /or the December meetBaptist Chu:eh will meet
.- ,ing of the Penny Homemakers of First
members. three at the home of Mrs. Edgar Shirley
Club. Thirteen
I
thirty o'clock. Members
.visitors, and Mrs. Barletta Wrath- at seven
in date.
agent, note change •
ler, home demonstration
'
• • •
were present
Group I of CWF of First ChrisThe devotion
▪
as given by Mrs.' tian Church will meet with Mrs
'Paul, Cunningham from Matthew Gregg Miller at to-thirty 'O'clock
•.•
I•
1:18-25 and she also read -What
Group II of.CWF of Ferst Chr:s• ,Christmas Means To Me" Mrs.
out Chris:tmal tian Church will meet with Mrs
Waldrop read
legends in 'other Ralph Woods art two-thirty o'clock.
'customs and
• • • •
lands. Remarks were made by
The Woman's Society of Christ'Kra Wrather concerning w.social
eon Service of the First Metho'security, etc'
Mrs
was dist Church will have 'its huteneon
Leota
Norsworthy
elected to attend Farm 'and Home meeting in the educational buildWeek. The main lesson on recrea- ing at eleven-thirty o'clock.
--"N4t-----C,-Amer
invere—br—Ides- B. 4fr.
and
bt,•Trevathan
Mrs. Raymond
Workman The lesson was very
the
Christmas
TM appropriate for

al PaiitY.
,At the

at

tibt
ft

ft
CI

Locals

Valle

Waldrop Scene
Penny Homemakers
December Meeting

ern
di

Ample Water
Supply Is
indicated

Activities

Club News

noon hour a delicious
potluck luncheon was .served after
which the guests assembled in the
living room to exchange gifts and
Sifting Christmas carols.
The January meeting v.:111 be
held in the borne of Mrs. Alton
Cole Visitors are welcome at each
meeting of the'

The • Delta' Depart/tient ot the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
its regular meeting at the club-

Saturday, jenuary
T'ne Wo,xlmen Jumor Miss Club
v011 meet at the WOW Hall -at
one-thirty o'clock

•••

II,

Mrs. McCuiston Is
Hostess At Open
•House On Thursday

Mrs, Bob McCuiston cotertamed
at an open house on Thursday
The occaevening. December
sion was in honor of Misa Martha
Lyle, bride-elect of Mrs. McCuis•
ton's son. W. J. Pitman.

7s.

The house 'was do.--orMed with
festive holiday arrangements arid
a Icvely candler-centered arrangement brightened the table at which
-tterrrp i!PrrSide4-.^4
Approximately forty guests called during the everting

GRANDSON WIFE'S SON-IN-LAW

Mr and Mrs Troy Kelly and
children. Ssli-ke and Pat. of Carthage, TIL, spent the holidays wth
Mrs. Kelly's parents. Mr and Mrs
Aubrey Farmer of Murray. and
Mr Kelly's mother and --aster in
Danville, Vs
• • • •
•Mr and Mrs. WiTter
had as their holiday guests. Mr.
and Mr& Charles Butterworth and
son of Chnunan, Ill. and 'Mr.
and M, . Louis J. Boyd and
deughter.s .of Champaign, flL
•

When pretty Joan Culver rides
in the famous Pasadena Rose Bowl
parade on Jan 2, an attractive,
matronly brunette will be sitting
at home watching the annual event
re

•

SENATOR Alben Barkley's stepdaugr.ter became the wile of hts
sonon-law,,
grandson and thus the grandson now is his wife's
ceremony,
The wedding group Is shown In Washington after Um
(International)
et which Thuenes Truitt married Jane Hadley.

Sir and Mrs. 01:ver C .MeLeMare. Jr, of Lexington spent the
ladidays with his parents a n d
Mbar Tetanws m Murray.

40.5111121ANNSB..FITTSReaCO
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BEAUTIFUL V.I00104
ARC HOMELY 10 LOOK

The report is the result of a
detailed study of the occurrence
of ground water in a small area
considered typical of the J ckson
Purchase region. The cep9ét was
jointly financed by .
Federal
agency and the State Agricultural
and Industrial Development Board.

ITS FRIENDt7 SMILES all around as President and Mrs. Eisenhower
greet Crug-uay's President Luis Bathe Berres and his wife at the
White House for tea. It was President Eisenhower's first official
social function since his heart attack. Later Uruguay president
rinternationa4)
said Ike Impressed him as a good family man.

Pending publication of the official report, typewritten copies
may be seen at the offices of
the Development Board of/ices and
the Geological Survey offices here.
Large supplies of surface water
may be obtained in the area from,.
the Ohio. Clark and Tennessee
Rivers, according to the report.
The City of Paducah ,obtains its
municipal supply from the Ohio
Riiver.

POLICEMEN DELIVER TWINS

The report includes ieven maps,
which show the location of wells,
spings and test holes, the area

pure you want a..,house that is
beautiful to look at! Drop by
the FITS BLOCK COMPANY
and look over our nationally
fsmeus Lay Lite Blocks. They
are easier
are light In weight
to install than an) other Conlow In price.
crete Block

•111••••••--_

Miss McEvoy 'admits the rose
queens are very pretty, but "to
go into show business you have
to have something else — some
talent."
Back in 1923 the crowds weren't
so heavy on the streets for her
rose parade. There was no television.' The floats weren't so lavish.
But, like many a modern rose
queen. Miss MeEvoY had a cold on
the eventful day.
coughed during the entire
parade," she laughed. "And I remember I have to get up at the
most ungodly hour in the morn-
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"For, three years they chose
queens for theiraccomplishments.
and I represented the motion
picture industry." the one-time
glameur girl of silent movies reealled.
Moat Lack Talent
-Since then they've'taken the
girls from colleges. They've never
been interested in -film careers.
Most of them married right away
They didn't have the flair that
compels a woman to seek a career
as an actress. You have to have
drive "

M.ss Ann Stiroat who teaches
at Garden City, NLch . has returned after spending the holidays in
Murray with her parents. Mr and
Ms. Charlie Shrost. •
• • • •

•

By ALINE MOSSY
United Press Staff Correspondent
— Why don't
HOLLYWOOD l
Rose Bowl queens become movie
stars' Since 1892 only one has been
both, and she decided today the
others haven't because -they don't
have the drive':

FRANKFORT' Ky.
Enough
water tor domestic and stuck
vail - generally h; obtained from
shallow wells anywhere In the
Padu.-all area, and larger supplies
can be obtained from deeper wells
the Holly Springs sand and
/bPleY fornAtion, a report of the
U. S. Geological Survey made
public here today disclosed.

It was back in 1923 that May
McEvoy climbed atop a flower•
•
•
•
bedecked float to ride before thouhouse at woven-thirty o'clock.
streets of Pasadena.
•
•
•
•
Mr and Mrs Gene Fairchild and sands on the
queen has found fame
children of Lone Ckak. Mr. and No other
Thursday, Jannary
and fortune in the movies. And
The Woodmen Circle Service 'Mrs James Klapp, and Mrs. W.
May was not even an unknown
Club will meet... with Mrs. Lula S. Johnston v..ere t h e holiday
queen who was discovered for the.
Norman'
airs
d
a!,
Mr
of
Street,
guests
Sixth
South
306
Farrnet7
cameras — she already was a
Klapp
at sewn-thirty o'clock.
movie star when she was chosen
fur the Ws.: Year's Day parade.

PERSONALS

•

Why Don't
Bowl Queens
Become Stars

195.6

geology; contours on the bedrock‘
surface, and availability uf ground
water. Tables give the chi.mnal
quality of the ground water, detailed information on wells, springs
and test' holes and waterlevel
.ISITTt-S Ui observation wells -
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MANY A POLICEMAN has helped to deliver a baby in an emergency
but how many have helped -to deliver twins? New York officers
Joseph Landfish (left) and Joseph Viola look mighty pleased
after the lob as they hold the new arrivals In Maimonides hospital. Mrs. Jean Smith is the mother.,and everybody involved
is doing tIne. The Smiths have flys other children. Ifeternotoosaf)
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IEYLL BE SAFER
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So much has happened in her
life since that day. she confessed.
that she forgot she was a Rose
'Bowl sueen until the Oceidental
Life Insurance Co gathered 30 past
queens together for a lunchecn
recently. It was there I found Miss
McEvoy beaming with the other
queens.
Many have added a few pounds
and gray hair. All are houiewiyes.
They giggled when the toastmaster
called them "queen mothers - But
Miss McEvoy is the only one still
to purstle— a career She retired
pictures after -The Jazz
from
Singer" in 19 to marry businessman, Maurice .r_lesew Ten -Fears
ago, her two children grown.. she
returned to bit parts in MGM
pictures Recently she 'Worked in
"I'll Cry _Tomorrow- Ind -Fearful,

BUSINESS REVIEW AND FORECAST
T '
----- '

in a

teat

'56
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pecision."

"I dont want to be a Star again,"
ahe said. "I just like keeping in
touch with the business I love."

State Pays
Government
SS Taxes

1956..•

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky's
governmental_ districts — from the
State to various independent agencies — pay the Federal Government approximately $3230.000 a
year in social security taxes, according to H B Fithian. director
.if the Division of Personnel Secerity in the Department of Economic Security. ,
Since the 1951 special session
of the General Assembly when
Social Security coeerage was authorized for state and local governmental units, the number of agencies covered has gradUally increased.
The entire State Government,
including its educational and welfare institutons, with approximately 19.000 employes are covered
In addition, the following local
units have elected to be covered
by She program — and approximately 19.000 are *Included in this
category.
County school districts.- 95 out
of 1.20. independent school districts.
82 of IN; eon/Thee St of 120:
one first class city. (Louisvillee
seconds class cities. 4 of 7; third
class citiet, 8 of._ II; fourth elate
cities, 42 of 58; fifth class cities,
47 of 78, ahd sixth cleat ritlei.
21 of 147.

Business looks back at a good year for-1955 . . .
looks ahead to an even better year in '1956. The
prospects are bright, particularly for the businessman who has the ready cash to take advantage of opportunities for expansion ... or take
other timely steps to improve the profits picture.
This bank has helped many firms expand and
grow by providing additional working capital
through a low cost business loan. Come in, di-scuss your needs.
COMPLETE

FACILITIES
BANKING

FOR

YOUR

BUSINESS

NEEDS

2% Interest On All Savings Accounts

Bank Of Murray
MEMBER F.D.I.C.
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LIFEGUARD DESIGN
Lifeguard

Design is the first Comprehensive contribution to driver and passenger safety in case of accident.
Two years ago, Ford set out to determine the causes of car-accident injuries
. . . so a safer car could be built. Hundreds of actual car-to-car accidents were
staged and the results were minutely recorded by high-speed motion picture

modem electronic devices.
Ford engineers consulted pioiiverc in the field of crash injuries at universities, medical colleges and state police
head.phirters. This research showed that
over half of the serious car-accident injuries came from occupants being thrown
.igaiiist the steeling post, against hard
interior surfaces, or thrown out of the car.

oarri,•ras arid

To guard you and your family against
these major hazards, Ford developed
Lifeguard Design . . . a whole new
family of safety features described below.
Visit your Ford Dealer and see all the
Lifeguard features in a new '58 Ford.
Then take a Test Drive ... and you'll
know why people are saying, "Ford s the
foie car at ?fall the fin -car price!'
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Come in and Test Drive the FINE CAR AT HALF THE FINE-CAR PRICE!

helps keep drio r's chest
away from so5rii,2, post in is
an accident.

Peril .Seat Reits• are
extra strong to hold
tar-occupants severely in seats.

Lifeguard
nk• for instrument p old said run
visors is dm'o oled to orevent
or lessen in) Ales.

Lifeguard Doublefriolp floor ir-orirs ere
hunt to poo cot ,loors
opening ender silos k.
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MURRAY MOTORS, INC.
Phone 170
Murray, Ky.
605 Main St.
ONLY YOUR FORD DEALER HAS A-1. USED CARS AND TRUCKS
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